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books, etc. and that would give us access to such as
Erick’s, Coleman’s, Phillips’, and anything else for
FROM DORIS
which we choose to have a major resource and
distribution network. We can publish both here and
Yesterday, when Mayor Valdez (Bataan) was in the U.S. with these assets—IF WE WANT TO
here, we were again nagged to do a tour, etc. I told DO SO.
him we are just working for now but when our
As to the physical/environmental Philippines: If
friends Rex and Margie get here, I will hold him to the destruction is stopped soon, there can be a great
the offer. He laughed and wanted to make an reclamation because of the tropical environment,
APPOINTMENT. Then the whole group started where rain forests flourish and the growing season is
talking about Bataan and Corregidor, and the areas year-’round. There is, in Central Luzon, a city called
involved. They say the water between Bataan and Baguio, which is some 6,000-ft. elevation, covered in
Corregidor is so clear that it is actually transparent pines (mostly planted by the U.S. people over here),
blue. In today’s Philippines, I truly do have to see and it is the special place around for living or for
THAT. Anyway, teams are starting to form here and vacation time for we tender Americans and the moreI don’t mean B.S. teams, I mean such as publishing, moneyed Filipinos. [Due to its nearly constant
business, growth, development and REALITY.
temperature in the 70s, it is called the “airWe will have access to obtaining one or both of conditioned city”.]
TWO papers, one a weekly and one a daily “major”
This place could very well have served, at the
press. We also have a PUBLISHER who does time, as THE Garden of Eden—so often referred to
as the perfect place for survival
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most other things touched by Man, it doesn’t
resemble the Garden any more, for all that came after
the “garden” experience—you know, corruption,
incest, molestation, unlikely story lines and outright
greed, avarice, murder and crime. All this latter is
mostly presented by the CHURCH. I don’t know
about the “experiencing” part but boy what an
education.
And people, pay attention, PLEASE. As we
move toward April 19th, remember and KNOW that
it is the time of the more outrageous satanic times and
year 2000 is meaningful. I think if you look back
only in this past decade, you will see the ugly
shadow. However, it is becoming more and more
critical, as more and more children are being DAILY
abducted here, right under the noses of the police and
citizens—EVERY DAY! The one yesterday belongs
to a visiting couple here on holiday—mother from the
Philippines, father from New Zealand—TO
CELEBRATE THEIR LITTLE GIRL’S BIRTHDAY,
APRIL 19 (birthday 11).
(Continued on page 2)
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Hatonn—So now, to a superb writing by Erick Foundation. All it has to do is “beep” the Club of AM GOING TO ASK YOU: WHO IS THE
Rome for assistance. “The Club of Rome has its own PRESIDENT OF THE BANK WITH WHOM
San Juan:
private intelligence agency and also ‘borrows’ from YOU DO BUSINESS? WHO OWNS YOUR
[QUOTING:]
DEMOCRACY OR DEMO-CRAZY?
In his first public statement since the Aug. 28 coup
attempt, fugitive Col. Gringo Honasan told radio station
DZRH listeners: “The country is well on its way to
another 20 years of misrule. This we cannot allow, and
we shall not allow it” (MALAYA, 9/6/87).
Honasan blamed the Aquino Government for
“duplicating the corruption and incompetence of ousted
President Marcos”, even as he accused Aquino and her
advisers of “indecision against the growing communist
menace”.
Strangely, the Heritage Foundation, a leading U.S.
“conservative” policy organization, not only agreed with
Honasan but it also came out with a published report
on the same day, via the ASSOCIATED PRESS. Part
of the foundation’s report reads:
“President Aquino faces more problems, unless she
gives higher priority to battling the communist
insurgency and improving conditions for the Armed
Forces.”
Originally established by brewery magnate Joseph
Coors to act as a conservative think tank, Heritage was
soon taken over by Fabianists Sir Peter Vickers Hall,
Stuart Butler, Steven Ayzler, Robert Moss and
Frederick Von Hayek under the direction of the Club of
Rome.
According to Dr. John Coleman, this institute
played a major role in carrying out British Labour
Party leader Anthony Wedgwood Benn’s order to
“Thatcherize Reagan”, i.e., make him “use rightwing
ideas to impose leftwing principles”. Heritage is simply
not a conservative operation, although at times it may
look and sound like one.
In order not to be detected as a pro-communist
group, Heritage urged Mrs. Aquino to work for mutual
trust between her Administration’s civilian leaders
(made up mostly of leftists, human-rights advocates and
communists) and the military. Richard Fisher, author
of the report, also suggested for the Aquino Government
to “publicly identify CPP [Communist Party of the
Philippines] fronts and other groups in Western
countries supporting the communists to prevent them
from soliciting funds overseas under false pretenses”, as
if the CIA, Heritage’s allied network, did not already
know who these people were.
Fisher said that through the National Democratic
Front (NDF), Filipino communists had managed to
create “solidarity groups” in the West to gain support.
(It is well known that since 1976, ex-Jesuit and
communist central committee member Louis Jalandoni
has been organizing funding and support from European
trade unions and religious and political groups to
corresponding NDF fronts in the Philippines.)
In exchange for following Heritage’s policy
proposals, the U.S. study group dangled its carrot-andstick diplomatic approach by calling for more
American, Japanese and Australian aid to “upgrade the
capability of territorial forces, such as police and
constabulary, as the United States has done in El
Salvador, and training to upgrade the Armed Forces’
intelligence capability”.
Upgrading the AFP’s intelligence capability is an
easy task for conspiratorial groups like the Heritage

David Rockefeller’s INTERPOL,” says Dr. Coleman.
“Every U.S. intelligence agency cooperates very closely
with it, as does the KGB and the Mossad.”
The Club of Rome is a conspiratorial umbrella
organization composed of financiers from the AngloAmerican financiers and the old Black Nobility families
of Europe, particularly the so-called “nobilities” of
London, Venice and Genoa. Together with the Socialist
International, the Club is directly responsible to the
dreaded Committee of 300. In Italy, Club members are
assisted by elements of P2 Masonry and the Red
Brigades, all of whom are working for the same goals.
The Club of Rome also has its own highly
organized political and economic agencies. Which
explains why RAM, despite its anti-communist stance,
did not enjoy the trust and confidence of local and
foreign capitalists in the country. In fact, they even
blamed Honasan and his quixotic comrades for causing
the collapse of the Philippine economy.
“The failed military mutiny may have failed to
topple the Philippine Government—but it could succeed
in killing the economy’s three-year expansion,” writes
Rigoberto Tiglao of FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC
REVIEW. As a consequence, “The Philippine
Government will now have to rely on increased official
foreign loans, and hope foreign and domestic investors
will recall the fortunes made by risk-takers willing to
get back into the market soon after the 1987 August
coup attempt,” he adds.
Speculators are, by no means, investors. They are
economic vampires who suck the blood of Third World
countries. At the first sign of trouble, they take their
loot and run. Tiglao’s concern for these saboteurs only
heightens the suspicion of many that the conspiratorial
groups are behind each and every major publication in
the world.
Tiglao should be informed that the Club of Rome
decreed back in 1986 that it would stop exports of nuclear
technology to developing countries. With nuclear power
stations generating abundant but very cheap electricity, the
Philippines would have gone over the economic hump and
would have become a genuine economic tiger by the early
1990s. This was not to happen.
What the conspiratorial groups have in mind for the
Philippines, Mexico, Brazil and the others is, as
Coleman correctly analyzed, “a feudal peasantry, a
condition that allows for easy manipulation and
looting”.
The eminent economist Lyndon LaRouche, Jr. calls
it “Democracy, IMF-style”. The World Bank-IMF, of
course, pretends to campaign against “corruption” and
“cronyism” in Third World countries. But, as the
LaRouche Movement has shown, their real intent is “to
force sovereign nations to submit to supranational
domination and looting by the global financial
oligarchy” (EIR, 31 July, 1998).
[H: In this line of thought we are actually asked,
if we are so smart, do we know the head of the
World Bank in, say, the Philippines. Yes, we
certainly do. In the countries such as the
Philippines, that position is called “resident
representative” and in Manila it is Vinay Bhargava.
And, he is trying his best to get things worked
around so the Philippines can remotely qualify for
some of the funds promised them. BUT NOW, I

BANK? WHO IS THE BRANCH MANAGER?
HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR
BANK? SO, STOP THE NONSENSE, PLEASE.]
The world, therefore, is not getting any safer for
democracy simply because democracy is not getting any
stronger around the world. “Under the rule of these
institutions,” writes LaRouche, “virtually all nations,
and their governments, have been subject to increasingly
savage austerity measures. By the standards of practice
of the insurance actuary, during the past quartercentury, the IMF and associated institutions have
caused far more deaths than the Adolf Hitler regime
did. The pattern has been, increasingly, that
governments which balk at imposing such murderous
policies on their nations’ citizens are overthrown by
coups conducted on behalf of the IMF. No nation
whose government adopts IMF or World Bank
conditionalities can be described as ‘democratic’ in any
meaningful sense of the term.”
[H: Please stay tuned to this because I want to
give you some food for thought at the end of this
article.]
The IMF’s murderous regime is carried out under
the immaculate banner of “free trade”, which all the
post-Marcos presidents have adopted. As LaRouche
pointed out, the ideas of “freedom” and “democracy”—
which are behind these IMF policies—first saw the light
in Athens, about 400 B.C., when the democrats of that
period “democratically” murdered Socrates for daring to
question the “wrong-headed axiomatic beliefs of the
ruling oligarchy”. [H: Thank you for that particular
reference, Erick.]
After all is said and done, our political and
military leaders will come to the inevitable
conclusion, which many around the world before
them have come to realize, that “It is not ultimately
‘humanity’, but a frighteningly small conclave of
political figures—some more or less ‘democratically
elected’, some not—who wield the authority of life
and death over the entire planet. Some of them are
intelligent and responsible, but some are
unimaginative, insensitive, even positively stupid.
Some are manifestly incompetent. Some are
arguably insane, to one or another degree. Yet, it is
they who, with a signature appended to a document,
or even with a single spoken word, can send
individuals into battle, can determine people’s
nationalities, can dictate the circumstances in which
one lives, can pronounce where one can go or cannot
go, what one can do or cannot do. It is they who,
for example, by drawing a line on a paper map, can
conjure a ‘frontier’ into being, a barrier as
restrictive and insurmountable as any physical wall...
And it is they, not ‘humanity’ who, if there is,
indeed, to be an apocalypse, will bring it about.”
Frightening, isn’t it? But look what they have done
to our country and the rest of the world since the
turbulent 1960s. We are headed toward a one-way,
socialist “New World Order”. Only then will our
distinguished RAM officers and men fully realize that,
just like the 1896 Revolution, the 1986 EDSA Revolt
was not a spontaneous, people-power uprising, but a
well-planned, foreign-hatched conspiracy, using Filipino
stool pigeons.
[END OF QUOTING]
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NOW, look at some pretty important points as
regards that World Bank and International Monetary
Fund, as with the World Trade Organization.
NOTE: In ALL nations in Southeast Asia
(except Malaysia), the IMF/WB are in place, for all
sorts of excuses—BUT NO MONEY, AS
PROMISED, IS FLOWING. NOTHING IS
ACTUALLY BEING RELEASED—JUST
TALKED ABOUT AND USED AS A THREAT
FOR
ACTUAL
NATIONAL-COLLAPSE
PROBABILITIES.
Without these institutions for resources: WHERE
WILL THE NATIONS GO FOR HELP—WHAT
OTHER ENTITY IS EVEN REMOTELY
CONSIDERED FOR ASSISTANCE—ANYWHERE
ON THE GLOBE?
Ah, now consider something else, please: THE
FACT IS THAT THE CLOSURE OF THE IMF AND
WORLD BANK AS NOW ESTABLISHED WAS
AND IS PLANNED AS PART OF THE
PROCEEDINGS OF YEAR 2000—“ANYWAY”.
NASTY? Well, yes, it would appear so to me, but
then I am just that dupe who makes Dharma “too
tired”, just like I made Socrates stubborn in his
expectations of “democracy” and made Garrison
unreasonable about “Slavery”. Oh, well.
What happened to the old RESOLUTION TRUST
CORPORATION? They finally took the loss on all
property they could seize—gave the good loans and
mortgages to the “BIG Mother Banks”, covered the
asses of the S&Ls and their miscreant players—i.e.,
such as the George Bush twigs—and OOPS, it went
bust. The TAXPAYERS added another several trillion
dollars to the debt, the citizens lost their shirts into
shreds in every direction and the Elite just said “Oh,
well.”
I am going to ask YOU, right here and right now,
especially you who just don’t want to offend the liars
in your own midst: WHO IS GOING TO FEED
THE DYING BABIES IN AFRICA? YOU? YOU
WON’T EVEN LOOK AT TRUTH BECAUSE
YOUR EYES ARE CROSSED AND YOUR
BRAINS ARE CONFUSED. You are not just
responsible for a little “Daniel”, kids, YOU ARE
“RESPONSIBLE” for the whole of the WORLD.
AND YES, AS YOU ARE GOING, THAT
RESPONSIBILITY WILL REST MOST HEAVILY
ON YOUR HEADS AS YOUR “CONFUSION”
CLEARS.
Well, NO, THANK YOU, we are not going to
attend YOUR LITTLE RUNNING NOSES—because
people and nations are set up like ducks on the skyline,
stuck in the ice—to be destroyed any way the Elite
choose to kill the old world and its nice people.
Can we offer help? Of course, and are doing so,
but the clash of titans is difficult to dig through in the
daily agendas of “guilt-covering”.
I would close this now, and to you who would
bash and crush my secretary, you had best reread
some of Nora’s research and, as well, ask Al
Overholt the identity as presented of some of the
historical possibilities as HE FIRST PRESENTED.
No, good children, YOU CANNOT HAVE IT
BOTH WAYS.
GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES!
Salu, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn/Aton (for journalistic
reference/identity)
dharma
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Regional Cooperation
Marks Area Progress
4/7/00—#1 (13-235)
FUNDAMENTALS OF AN ALLIANCE
Hatonn—Ah, indeed, out of ashes and soot come
beauty and life. So, might we look unto that from which
all things flow, in that we might set forth foundations in
WISDOM?
God HAS a perfect “heaven” and “HE/SHE” wishes
not to set man’s experience, for man is but a growing
MIND into His places of great perfection. “Perfect”
means exactly THAT: “nothing added nor subtracted”.
That which becomes perfection must GROW into that
right of recognition—and “more perfect” is NOT A
CORRECT
DEFINITION
UNDER
ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE. PERFECT “IS”.
Do you have to “overthrow” things to bring better
goodness upon a process or thing? No, only bring forth
that which can replace the evil, which always instills itself
where opportunity exists—or where man fails to control
that which is established (often in great “goodness”)—and
evil, greed, corruption, etc. take over the control.
For instance, the International Monetary Fund HAD
TWO BIRTH PARENTS: ONE WANTED TO ASSIST
A STRUGGLING WORLD AND THE OTHER
SIMPLY WANTED CONTROL OF THE WORLD
AND ALL THE PROPERTY RIGHTFULLY THE
PROPERTY OF THE HUMAN SPECIES AND GOD’S
OTHER CREATURES—THE EARTH AND ITS LIFE.
When you found, as example, that you would cut
great forests for building and manufacturing, you didn’t
realize that one day you would destroy your very lives.
God provided you with other “building” things, which are
more durable and contribute TO and not take away FROM
your life needs. You didn’t pay attention. You have
allowed GREED for money to take possession of your
thinking brains. You do NOT need a package the size
of a loaf of bread to package a 2-oz. tube of toothpaste.
You could cushion that toothpaste in a biodegradable
product that would be size-formed and actually enhance
the environment. The trappings of products are for
SALES advertising, so let us stop fiddling around with
words and LOOK AT WHAT IS. And NO, I am not
interested in toothpaste or its packaging! Better for you
would be to use hydrogen peroxide solution to brush, then
a bit of soda (baking) and salt for abrasion and again rinse
with hydrogen peroxide. Ah, but you want mint-flavored
breath freshener so you can be “Close Up”? OK, chew
a mint LEAF or use a bit of a chew from a twig of the
tree of life from Southeast Asia (and yes, we have several
projects going to grow whole orchards of that tree—and
no, I won’t cause a rush on the product by telling you
what it is in THIS writing and make a demand that strips
the saplings just starting).
It is amazing that man has to have things and get
them through destruction of his own environment in the
first place.
But what do you do in areas both saved by, and
destroyed by, the systems themselves? You evaluate and
see what is WRONG. The IMF, for instance, CANNOT
survive in good service when it is abused, corrupted,

robbed and nations never repay—nor do they intend to do
so. So, the very first offering is given in good intent by,
at the least, the citizen-level operations managers.
Manipulation comes where it can have strength—at the
controlling TOP, and that is at both levels of banking
manipulations and government power structures deeply
into corruption.
At the same time gold, as a value-base for currency,
is phased out—collateral of the NATIONS
THEMSELVES is substituted as IMF/WB collateral, so
when no return is forthcoming and the nations are into
total inability for recovery—foreclosure is the next step in
the pattern, along with COLONIZATION. So the serpent
seems to be eating itself—of course starting with the tail,
which is expendable. And by the time all you have left
is the deadly fangs dripping with blood and froth—you are
“done in”.
This is worse than bloody war with sticks and stones,
for more people “DIE” in mind and body through the
colonization method of warfare.
This kind of a snake is more like the anaconda than
the quick-strike adder. All things living are simply inchby-inch smothered to death through a myriad of
“seemingly innocent or helpful” ways. The very lifesustaining elements are removed and replaced with poison,
displacing the very oxygen you breathe. Mental
capabilities are the first to go, and as a population is
dulled to death through malnutrition and lack of elemental
needs for air, etc., it becomes easy “kill-off” for the
takers, who simply walk in and use the slaves for shift
work, and slave labor AND depopulation are available, as
well as mostly docile, half-living peasants to herd like
chattel-cattle—JUST AS DEMANDED IN THE
PROTOCOLS OF ZION.
I would like to make a bit of a notation at this point
of this writing which will not mean much to casual readers
but to our teams it will mean a great deal, for they are
among the “founders’ of this Global Alliance and
Association of Global Communities that we are—through
proper and FREE alliance and association—birthing. And
YES, it can and shall simply coexist with that which IS
and allow balance to return in peaceful evolvement.
We are not some sort of CULT and we have no
“RELIGION”—except based on the goodly attitudes and
LAWS of Universal RIGHT-ness. We need no wonderful
names for our goodly work, and we object to those who
choose to use their “share” to invent or produce that which
is given name under the CONTROL AND
MANIPULATION OF SOME WOULD-BE STRINGPULLER.
What am I saying? I am telling you that we will start
NO NEW RELIGIONS AS SUCH NOR SHALL WE
BIRTH POLITICAL POWER STRUCTURES—
ALTHOUGH GOOD GOVERNMENTS OF THE
PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE AND FOR THE PEOPLE
WILL BLOSSOM FROM THE VERY PRACTICE
ITSELF. NO MAN SHALL BE SET FORTH AS THE
GREAT “POPE” OR “GOD”—FOR GOD NEEDS NO
RUN-ABOUT KINGS TO SET THEMSELVES UP AS
GOD IN POWER AND FORCE IN THESE ARENAS
OF COALITION.
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When, in goodness, you as a planetary group are
overcrowded—you shall have opened the gates to
evolvement into the Cosmic Brotherhood in an acceptable
manner for integration. But you must now turn the
process of evil control around and into FREEDOM OF
MAN.
We are working full-bore on associations and
alliances with others in the very area of that which is
known as ASEAN with some of the more immediate
countries IN THE AREA. Any coalition that has Big
Brothers like the United States or even, in this area,
China, is burdened with inability to function according to
its own needs. A perfect solution for that now presents
itself in both concept and ready structure. Know, team,
that these are the reasons for seeming delays and slow
evolvement: THINGS HAVE TO BE STRUCTURED
AND THAT TAKES TIME—BEFORE AND AFTER
YOUR
CONSCIOUS
RECOGNITION
OF
CIRCUMSTANCES.
I now ask Dharma to take the time to simply COPY
the writing on the established-establishing concept of
BIMP-EAGA, and without much comment I think it will
be apparent that we ARE the one part that will make this
reality in progress. I want the article onto disk, for it will
become some background for global opportunities for
those who “don’t know what to do” or how to structure a
coalition for optimal sharing.
Our “GAIA” products, from drias to CONTACT, will
become the foundation upon which this Alliance will be
built. And yes, you CAN have membership—if you
choose to structure it properly—WITHOUT BEING
REFERRED TO AS A CULT OR GROUPIE. I
WOULD THINK THAT BACK IN THE UNITED
STATES YOU WOULD PREFER TO BE A PART OF
THE NATIVE AMERICAN COALITION. That,
however, is not a topic for time consumption now.
I mention this here and now because those who are
keeping the operations going for the paper and farm and
other “Institute”-connected projects are already merged
into the GAIA shelter for assurance of their asset and
personal protection as participants. We will work through
the already existing problems to resolution and conclusion
and put it to rest.
This article offered here comes from a requested
presentation made public through the PHILIPPINE STAR,
Monday, March 27, 2000. We are using this publication
a bit “late” for our readers because we had to establish
connections, and E.J. had to establish intercommunications with important others. Please KNOW
that—regardless of how it may well appear—WE
REMAIN BUSY AND PRODUCTIVE.
[QUOTING:]

the Philippines-East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA)
geo-economic grouping found strength in bonding together
by making the most out of their tremendous potentials.
The idea of forging ties between the economies of
East-Indonesia, East Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam with
Mindanao and Palawan for the Philippines first came out
in 1992. It was broached by then former President Fidel
Ramos before the political leaders of the three other
nations, who were all receptive to the concept of an “open
regionalism” policy.
Malaysian Prime Minister Mohamad Mahathir
approved the idea of a regional cooperation, while former
Indonesian Presidential Suharto gladly welcomed it and
sultan Bolkiah signified intention that Brunei would take
an active part in the undertaking.
The Mindanao Economic Development Council
(MEDCO), then headed by Presidential Assistant for
Mindanao Paul Dominguez, followed through the idea by
holding exploratory talks with its counter-parts in
Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei.
The initiative took its concrete form two years later.
In a meeting held at the Davao Insular Hotel on March 24
to 26, 1994, the economic ministers of the four
participating countries signed an all-too-important
agreement, signaling the birth of the BIMP-EAGA.
Hope for the area’s accelerated growth and development
was apparently pinned on the formation of the EAGA as a tool
in energizing productive resources within the region.
Since 1994, designated senior officials and the
economic ministers of the four countries have been holding
meetings to tackle developments involving the regional
cooperation in EAGA.
A strategic mechanism for the new growth area,
which has a market base of over 46 million consumers and
a land area that covers some 1.6 million square kilometers,
was then drawn—based on the shared complementarities
and the opportunities for regional economic cooperation
and investment.

BIMP-EAGA:
EMERGING FROM THE BACKWATERS
DAVAO CITY—Except for Brunei Darussalam, the
sub-national economies of this particular grouping are
often considered as the backwaters, being located way
down in the fringes of geographical setting of each of the
four countries that make up this regional cooperation.
Far from the capital, development and at times even
the delivery of basic services was hard to come by in these
regions. An Asian Development Bank investigative study
conducted in 1996 tagged these places as the “lagging
sub-national areas”.
In terms of development priorities, these areas almost
always get the smallest slice of the budget pie.
Determined to break out from such a sorry state, the
participating areas of the Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and

BEYOND BORDERS
History tells us that even during pre-colonial times,
cross-border trading and commerce were already brisk
between Mindanao, Palawan and the Sulawesi and
Kalimantan provinces, Ujung Pangdang and other parts of
Eastern Indonesia, as well as that of the Malaysian states
of Sabah and Sarawak, including Brunei.
Sights of boats setting sail to the neighboring islands,
carrying loads of goods sold by traders, were common
even before the Spaniards, the Dutch, the British and the
Portuguese and other colonizers stepped onto the soils of
the islands of Borneo, Sabah, Mindanao and other areas.
Such economic activities were disrupted when
territorial jurisdictions were emphasized by each of their
respective governments in the early 1900s, hence
restricting cross-border travels of people and goods.
Perhaps what is taking place nowadays are the
exchanges of trade missions and visits to key areas in
EAGA organized by both government and private-sector
delegations, on top of the increasingly frequent travels by
traders between these areas.
But more than the economic aspect, cultural ties also
have a very significant role to play among those in the
EAGA areas.
These cross-border ties enhance the chances of
increasing trade, investments and tourism in the EAGA.
Specifically, EAGA’s objectives are to facilitate the free
movement of people, goods and services, as well as share
common infrastructure and national resources and
economic complementation.
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WORKING ON THE AREAS OF COOPERATION
If one takes a closer look at the profile of EAGA, it
can be noted that its component areas are largely resourcebased economies characterized by the abundance of
natural resources consisting of vast forests, oil, gas and
coal reserves, including an extensive coastal zone.
Mindanao is agriculture-based, while the economy of
East Malaysia depends on timber and its vast forest
resources. Gas and oil deposits comprise more than 93
percent of the economy of Brunei—and East Indonesia
also banks on its agriculture, fishery and forest resources.
Taking into account these distinct characteristics of
the economies of EAGA, at least 13 working groups have
been formed to facilitate how the regional cooperation can
be effectively carried out.
The working groups included expansion of air
linkages, joint tourism development, expansion of sea
linkages, construction and construction materials,
telecommunications, expansion of fisheries cooperation,
people mobility, forestry and environment, energy, human
resource development, capital formation and financial
services and agro-industry.
Since 1994, significant developments have so far
taken place in each of these areas of cooperation, as
manifested in the growth of each sector and recorded by
Medco, which also serves as the secretariat for the
Philippines in the EAGA.
The developments in these areas of cooperation can
also be gauged [by] the amount of joint-venture
agreements forged between EAGA-based business firms.
These new investments were mostly in coconut-processing
facilities, passenger-ferry terminals, cargo services and
fast-ferry services, among others.
Take, for instance, the air-services sector: Travel
between Davao City and the North Sulawesi capital in
Manado used to be circuitous before, with one having to
pass by Manila and Jakarta before reaching the said
destinations. With the establishment of direct air linkages
by the Indonesian Bouraq Airlines since 1992, travel
between the said areas now only takes an hour and 30
minutes by a Boeing 737-200 aircraft.
Malaysia Airlines, however, had to suspend its direct
Davao-Kota-Kinabalu flights due to the financial crunch
that affected Asia two years ago. Singapore Airlines
continues to service regular flights between Davao and
Singapore, while Mindanao Express is mulling the idea of
a direct General Santos-Manado flight and another route
servicing Zamboanga and Sandakan in Sabah.
Royal Brunei Airlines has been considering direct
flights between Brunei Darussalam and Davao City.
While Quantas Airlines of Australia also ponders on a
possible direct-flight service between Davao City and
Darwin in the Northern Territory.
The shipping services sector, on the other hand, has
proven to be the most dynamic sector in EAGA regional
cooperation. Medico noted that the transport of goods has
been made possible and accessible through the introduction
of new shipping services connecting the major ports within
the region.
At least 11 new Indonesian vessels were reported to
have started serving the route connecting General Santos
City and the port city of Bitung in North Sulawesi. Two
Zamboanga-based shipping lines and another two
Malaysian ferry firms regularly ply the ZamboangaSandakan route.
There has been a continuing increase in the number of
passengers taking the intra-EAGA shipping routes since
these started way back in 1995.
And to encourage an increase in traffic for both air
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and sea travel, the Philippine Government has waived the
payment of travel tax for any travel from Mindanao and
Palawan to any point within EAGA. The same policy has
also been implemented by the three other component
nations.
In the field of telecommunications, Globe Telecom
Philippines, Inc. played a major role in the realization of
interconnection within EAGA by operationalizing the
Global System for Mobile Phones Roaming Services,
which now covers more than 100 cities and towns in the
region.
The four participating countries have also signed a
memorandum of agreement on tariff reduction, wherein
rates for overseas calls to EAGA areas have been reduced
by at least 7 to 23 percent.
A BIMP-EAGA home-page on the Internet has also
been put into operation to help facilitate the flow of
information in the region.
Another important area of cooperation is the
development of the tourism industry in the area, wherein
a BIMP-EAGA Tourism Council was formed in 1996 in
an effort to push further the tourism potentials of the
region.
EAGA is considered to have among the most exotic
destinations in the world. Although EAGA areas can take
stock of the rich culture of the place as a come-on, still the
breathtaking scenery of its flora and fauna and the
unspoiled sanctuary of its forests and the spellbinding lure
of its coastal zone could make each tour worth it.
The forests of Borneo, from Sandakan down to
Kuching, never fail to enthrall visitors, while the dive sites
[of] Bunaken Island in Manado and the enticing culture of
Mindanao are hard-to-resist tour packages.
And to further boost tourism in the region, several
hotels have been put up in anticipation of the expected
increase in tourist arrivals. It is not only the number of
rooms that has increased but the quality of hotel services
has also greatly improved.
Among the most prominent hotels recently established
in the EAGA are the Marco Polo Hotel and the Mercury
Grand Hotel in Davao City. The Marco Polo Hotel,
considered as among the world-class hotels in the region,
was established as a result of the EAGA cooperation.
Several hotels in the area have also expanded their
operations by adding more rooms and putting in more
amenities.
Meanwhile, the EAGA component areas have also
ventured in a cooperation in fisheries, especially since the
region is known to have the world’s largest fishery
resources.
A BIMP-EAGA Fisheries Quarantine Task Force has
also been recently created, wherein discussions were lately
focused on the harmonization of fisheries quarantine
processors, including its law, rules, regulations and
standards.
Plans are also afoot now in making EAGA as the
food basket of Asia. EAGA has a vast land area that is
suitable for agriculture.
“We are looking at making the most out of the
agricultural industry in the EAGA. We want to produce
more high-value crops that would enhance the production
capacity of the area. And there is no question that EAGA
can make it, since it has all the potential. What is needed
here is just a little shift in focus,” said John Teo,
Executive Director of the East ASEAN Business Council
(EABC).
Meanwhile, a Geographical Information System (GIS)
has also been set up by the working group on forestry and
environment to map the natural resources found in EAGA
and at the same time to enhance information-sharing on

forestry and environmental protection and management.
EAGA’s diverse natural flora and fauna are also said
to be among the world’s best locations for high valueadded biotechnological and medicinal-research industries.
The working group on construction and construction
materials has also been mulling the idea of establishing a
pan-EAGA multi-modal transportation network system that
would connect the component areas to enable the easier
flow of people and goods in the region. The establishment
of the Panadany Construction Skills Training Center in
Davao City, for one, was a realization of the proposal to
set up a manpower training center in the region.
Arrangements have also been finalized by the working
group on capital formation and financial services for the
establishment of a multi-million dollar EAGA growth fund
that would be used to enhance investments in the region.
The growth fund is intended to help finance the
enterprising endeavors of the small and medium scale
industries in the region.
THE PRIVATE-SECTOR COUNTERPART
Government shall pave the way by institutionalizing
the needed mechanisms, such as policy reforms, for the
full participation of the private sector in the EAGA.
“Much of the success of EAGA depends largely on
the private sector. Government can only do that much but
the ones that should fuel the engine of growth are still
those in the private sector,” Dominguez said.
As counterpart of the Government-initiated EAGA,
the business councils of the component areas also
organized the EABC.
A full-time secretariat of the EABC has been holding
office in Bandar Seri Begawan with the Brunei
Government shouldering a large part of the financial
requirements for its operation.
According to Joli Ilagan-Bian, Chairman of the
Mindanao Business Council, also one of the two country
directors for the Philippines in the council, the EABC is
a vital instrument in further strengthening the ties within
the growth area.
There is no mistaking in the tremendous response that
the private sector has accorded the regional cooperation.
The impressive attendance of those who make up the
country delegations in the senior officials and ministers’
meetings of the EAGA and the countless other events such
as trade exhibits and missions, business conferences and
other travel exchanges within the region would show that
they all come from the private sector.
The EAGA calendar of activities also reflects an
array of events that provide opportunities for the
businessmen in the region to meet and match their
interests.
There is no question that when these business
opportunities do materialize, they would also mean job
openings for the residents in the EAGA region.
Aside from possible dealings with their counterparts
within the growth area, these businessmen have also found
a crack in the international business community that has
signified interest in the EAGA.
The Department of Asian Relations and Trade of
Australia’s Northern Territory never missed [sending]
sizeable delegations to the different activities in the
EAGA.
EAGA has also been featured in various international
economic activities in the EAGA.
Flurries of international investment conferences on
EAGA have also been slated and are expected to draw
thousands of participants who recognize the tremendous
potentials of doing business in the growth area.
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KEEPING THE TORCH BURNING FOR EAGA
The Asian economic crunch that hit [from the middle]
of 1997 [into] 1998 may have also put investments and
certain economic activities in EAGA on hold. But as
things start to get better again, EAGA is also
[endeavoring] to move forward.
“EAGA never got lost. The spirit is still there. It has
just slowed down a bit because of the economic crisis.
But, nevertheless, it still remains within,” said Sebastian
Angliogto, Medco Chairman.
The Administration of President Estrada vowed to
continue what [was] started six years ago in as far as
EAGA is concerned.
“We are still continuing with the activities, while the
meetings of the working groups and the senior officials
and economic ministers are still ongoing,” Angliongto
added.
A visit to the key areas in EAGA, and even in some
villages, would show the impact made by the creation of
the growth area and what a difference it has made.
Possible comparisons can be made between the pre-EAGA
days and how things have improved after the regional
cooperation came into being.
EAGA, after all, is more than just a regional
economic cooperation.
It is the very way of life of those wanting to break
free from the bondage of being last on the list.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, readers, if you cannot see God’s hand at
work—you are quite blind, indeed. However, if you are
to participate in this plan—which can be totally fulfilled
in perfection through our program of sharing—YOU
MUSLIMS, INDIGENOUS AND CHRISTIAN
PEOPLE are going to have to stop kidnapping,
murdering and warring with one another. If we
participate, we will have NONE of the ongoing strife
and fear taking place TODAY. To make this work,
you must work TOGETHER in love and integration and
stop the “RELIGIOUS” bigotry. YOU ARE, EACH
AND ALL, “HUMAN” (HIGHER UNIVERSAL
MAN)—and if you continue to act like territorial dogs
in heat, you are going to miss the very gifts God sends
to allow you growth and abundance within HIS
wondrous expectations of such men.
Further, if you people cannot see the incredible
opportunity for growth—bringing order and protection
into the areas shown here—you are blind and should
stay out of it. To integrate growth with need and
COMMUNITY in BROTHERHOOD is the ultimate
FREEDOM.
And no, we will not continue to entertain the “few”
who have tried to garner the whole of our program unto
their control and use—at great, great expense in
percentages to those who come with projects. We will
begin to revamp the program as established to allow better
conditions FOR THE BANKS THEMSELVES, as they
more slowly and more comfortably meet needs. We are
not going to longer load them with concepts of
TRILLIONS of $$$, when start-up for ALL things only
requires that which STARTS a project. It will also
prevent the devious diversion of funds into those programs
negating our own agreements. It is probably time now to
begin to make life a bit miserable for those who have,
through devious means, begun their own cults and
programs. So be it.
GCH
[GCH equals Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, the pen name
(herein) of God/Aton/Allah.]
dharma
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Inconceivably Important
Philippines Connections
4/8/00—#1, 13-236
JUGGLING IN THE PHILIPPINES
Hatonn—As we make an effort each day to decide
what of the myriad topics on which to base our articles,
we are continually stunned to find that there is so much
of interest EVERY DAY and all is so related to
everything of which we take note as to have great
difficulty sharing even a tiny portion of what needs
noting. THIS IS THE WAY THINGS GET LOST,
CHELAS, IN THE PLANNED AND INTENTIONAL
REVISIONS OF HISTORICAL TRUTH.
There is no way that in a tiny weekly paper we can
even start to cover the overwhelming piles of
information, so we don’t even try—you just have to
keep up as best you can as readers. Our major purpose
is to set to TRUTH that which is offered to you as public
receivers of propaganda—a CORRECTION of data.
We focus on the Philippines right now, as a point
to emphasize that very statement—for the history has
been written without regard to truthful entry for well
over a century of involvement with just the U.S. and the
New World Order, politics and you name it.
Publications allowed on the open market are those by
paid-for dis-information writers in all but the most
“subdued” and suppressed presentations.
Dharma daily feels remiss in the inability to bring
attention to even those things which she knows are
intended topics for future presentations from this
keyboard. It is not possible. For example: Today
there is an article on AIDS which is quite short—but
seems to hold obvious information and hits here as if it
is international NEW FINDINGS. Therefore, readers,
KNOW that this type of “bury-the-readers” is
intentional and even the major daily papers, even if they
were NOT propaganda-controlled sheets, could not even
touch on the massive mountains of available
information. And NOW, there is so much dis- and misinformation foisted off onto you through electronic
media as to be staggering. We have been the targets of
such disinformation thrusts and thus MISUSE of the
media itself, as to surprise even the targets themselves.
A MAJOR story today in the Philippine Star gives
an indication of an example of how difficult it is to
cover even the timely and immediate information and
just how incredibly ill-informed the people are kept as
to their own safety and security—even as to things such
as AIDS and activities and why this Syndrome is so
destructive in the diseases it presents.
[QUOTING from the Philippine Star, Sat., Apr. 8,
2000, “THE NATION”:]
ORAL SEX NO SAFEGUARD VS AIDS
If you think you’re safe with oral sex, better watch
out.
The Department of Health (DOH) warned yesterday

that the practice of oral sex is not a protection against
the deadly AIDS-causing virus.
Government health authorities aired the warning
after results of a study pointed to oral sex as the
probable cause of HIV infection among a number of
homosexuals.
The study conducted by the US Center for Disease
Control and Prevention revealed that 8 percent of
homosexual men in San Francisco acquired HIV
through oral sex.
Although there were previous reports of people
acquiring HIV orally, foreign health experts had
difficulty in substantiating such reports.
But the new study pointed to oral sex as the
probable cause for the HIV infection among 8 of the
102 gay and bisexual men involved in the research.
“The study revealed that all of the men apparently
acquired the virus by giving oral sex, rather than
receiving it,” the DOH noted.
Health authorities further cited results of the study,
indicating that most of those who acquired the infection
thought that oral sex had little or no risk at all.
Sexual intercourse remains the predominant mode
of HIV transmission in the country.
To prevent the spread of HIV and AIDS,
government health authorities are currently promoting
the use of condoms and safe-sex practices.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, for the punch line to this horror tale? A
sincere and honest individual actually asked the speaker
involved here: “Where do you put the condom for safe
oral sex?” How many of you would tell these “safe
sex” preachers where to shove it?
Why would THIS take focus? Because, dear hearts
and uninformed readers, one of the biggest legal cases
EVER, in Southeast Asia, is about a sodomy case and
other sexual deviations by a near Head of State in a
two-year ongoing drag about sexual practices, in
Malaysia. And where, by the way, the United States
through your Vice President and Secretary of State and
Defense Secretary are supporting the guilty party in the
case AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION OF
MALAYSIA. Sodomy may well be accepted, even if
still unlawful in many places, in the U.S.—BUT IT IS
A CRIME OF THE WORST KIND IN MALAYSIA
AND IN THE OTHER SO-CALLED NONCHRISTIAN NATIONS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA—IN
THE MUSLIM AREAS THEREOF. And for you
“believing” Bible preachers—sodomy is listed as against
the laws of God. What do “I” think? What matters
what I think, pray tell? WHAT DO “YOU” THINK?
The practice, obviously, is a killer two-minute caper
into the world of Dr. Ruth’s 100 ways to catch disease
AND SPREAD IT.
My observation? Go depopulate yourself, if you
choose—and take a friend—but be prepared for that
friend to send you to the death-row facilities when he
realizes your carrying capability against his poor
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unsuspecting few moments of altered-mind participation
through the bottom of a lot of San Miguel’s Super-Dry.
Here, however, we need to share some things to
your attention, while continuing to cover the background
of what actually happened in and around the
Philippines, for this is WHERE we are taking a stand
for TRUTH and LIGHT.
UNLIKELY PLACE?
So, is this a most “unlikely” place? Perhaps, but
it IS WHERE IT WILL BE DONE—and we WILL
give the truthbringers who KNOW and present truth
through investigation as much audience as we can offer.
As we go along here, team back home, please be
forwarding these Erick San Juan writings to the “Napa”
people. Some of the information offered prior to now
by “some” writers and utilized by that paper, is simply
fabricated MISINFORMATION. The truth is ever so
much the more interesting, however, so they might well
enjoy sharing and, yes, they have direct permission to
use the information.
These bits of information are INCONCEIVABLY
IMPORTANT in the unfolding drama taking place
RIGHT NOW in these Pearls of the Pacific Islands.
[QUOTING, Erick San Juan, Philippines:]
WHY THE COUP ATTEMPTS AGAINST THE
CORY GOVERNMENT?
How did it all start?
After the Aug. 28, 1987 failed coup, an
organization composed mainly of patriotic civilians
joined hands in setting up the Save Our Soldiers
Movement (SOS), and immediately launched a massive
propaganda drive supporting the “nationalist soldiers’
cause”. It was a reaction to the Aquino Government’s
order to arrest the putshcists on sight. A leaflet sent to
a national daily reads:
“The nation today stands at the crossroads of
destiny. Our people are faced with a crisis greater in
magnitude than all the crises still fresh in our memory.
The Armed Forces has been torn apart because of an
evil design implemented by the proponents of a godless
ideology. If we do not act in time to save our soldiers’
lives, then we will all witness the unfolding of the
bloodiest chapter in the history of our country.”
Three years later, Brig. Gen. Edgardo Abenina of
the Nationalist Reformist Movement (NRM) would still
echo the same sentiment in his January 2, 1990 open
letter to then Senator Joseph E. Estrada:
“After the EDSA Revolt of ’86, expectations were
so pink and bright... Tomorrow will be brighter.
Progress will come. We all waited. Nothing came...
Things got worse and the situation bleaker.
Communists were set free. Soldiers continued to die...
The communists got bigger and bigger democratic
space. The rich got richer. The poor got poorer.”
All this demonstrates that at least until 1986, the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) top echelon was
not fully cognizant of the danger brought about by the
post-Vatican II bishops and priests of the Roman
Catholic Church.
As far back as 1977, the Vatican started to
condition Catholic minds for communist participation in
European governments. This revolutionary idea had to
start in France. “For the Vatican, as for Moscow,
France is the linchpin of Europe’s economic and
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military evolution. As France goes politically, so will
go the rest of Western Europe—this is an axiom of
Vatican geopolitics.”
Two years earlier, Paul VI shocked attendees of
the 5th International Roman Synod on September 30,
1975, when he opened the ceremonies at the Sistine
Chapel with the following words:
“We have been chosen, called and invested by the
Lord with a transforming mission. As Bishops, we
are the successors of the Apostles.” [H: WOW!]
Immediately after this ominous speech, the
Church’s mission has been transformed into nothing
more than social activity and her religious ideal with
material betterment. Proponents of Liberation
Theology, people like Gustavo Gutierrez of Peru,
Juan Luis Segundo of Uruguay, Hugo Assman of
Brazil, Miguel Bonio of Argentina, Sergio Torres of
Chile, the Capuchin Fathers in Nicaragua, and the
Jesuits in several places, went to work.
According to ex-Jesuit Malachi Martin, the
Vatican’s new policymakers formulated a specific
political theory initially called “democratic socialism”,
to which belief must hew. The first to fall victim to this
subversion was the priestly seminary training. He writes:
“The whole training of young priests now is
completely away from the traditional doctrines and
over to an outlook that stresses urban problems,
population problems, devotion that allows for any
form of religious faith.”
In a short period of twenty years, Liberation
Theology has managed to destroy the moral fiber of
millions of people all over the world. It has pushed
traditional theology aside in favor of irrationalism.
Consequently, the Church has become “socialized and
psychologized, to such a degree that the pulpit is
being totally misused as a major center for the
dissemination of political propaganda of the most
irrational kind.”
In his article for the U.S.-based publication
CHRISTIAN DEFENSE LEAGUE (CDL), Dr. John
Coleman, an ex-CIA operative, [H: This is not quite
accurate as to Dr. Coleman’s intelligence
association. Dr. Coleman personally states that he
is not, and never was, attached to the CIA; he
personally says his intelligence connections were
through MI-6 (Her Majesty’s Secret Service
[Great Britain]). This is a very common error in
identification, for the intelligence services are so
intertwined today as to be unable to separate one
from the other. However, Dr. Coleman needs this
information to be better specified because he no
longer serves in this capacity.] shows how Liberation
theologians have worked to destabilize and even overthrow
duly-constituted governments. Part of it reads:
“Cardinal Sin of the Philippines worked diligently
to overthrow the Government of President Marcos.
He was ably assisted by a former executive of the
World Council of Churches, Jovito Salonga. Salonga
was brought back to the Philippines under the escort
of the U.S. State Department, in the same way as
South Korea’s WCC puppet, Kim Dae Jung, was
escorted back to South Korea.
“Salonga will soon take over from Mrs. Aquino,
who is on her way out. The first thing Salonga will
do is cut a deal with the Marxist New Peoples’ Army
(NPA)... the NPA Marxists are supported, financially
and politically, by the World Council of Churches

through a string of Catholic and Protestant churches
in America and Europe (mostly in Holland) such as
the Catholic CEBEMO and the Protestant ICCO
church organizations based in Utrecht.
“Another very active Marxist liberation front is
the Christian Conference of Asia, a front for the
World Council of Churches. In Singapore, the CCA
was used to foment trouble there and in other Asian
countries, such as the Philippines and South Korea.
“The Catholic (Peace and Justice) Commission also
ran the Asia Partnership of Human Development, an
organization offering protection, shelter and help to the
May First Movement and the Task Force Detainees which
acts for guerillas detained by the authorities. From the
Philippines, Radio Veritas run by Cardinal Sin spews out
communist propaganda in 13 languages throughout
Asia.”—CDL October 1988, issue 111
The National Council of Churches in the
Philippines (NCCP) is the official arm of the WCC
here. It has ten members: (1) United Methodist
Church, (2) United Church of Christ in the
Philippines, (3) Philippine Independent Church, (4)
Philippine Episcopal Church, (5) Iglesia Evangelica
Metodista en las Isleas Filipinas, (6) Iglesia
Evangelica Unida de Cristo, (7) Lutheran Church in
the Philippines, (8) Salvation Army, (9) Convention of
the Philippine Baptist Churches and (10) Christ
Centered Church. The NCCP’s total membership is
about 9.26 percent of the Philippine population.
During the 1986 EDSA revolt, the National
Council of Churches in the Philippines was joined by
another Protestant group, the Philippine Council of
Evangelical Churches, which includes 19 regular
denominations, 33 local churches and 34 associate
members. They have a membership of about 500,000.
Paul VI’s speech on “transformation” had also
reached the Protestants and Evangelicals in the
Philippines. And no less than Richard L. Schwenk,
author of Onward, Christians! (Protestants in the
Philippine Revolution), admits it:
“The NCCP’s participation in the 1986 Philippine
Revolution took place long before the historic days in
February. The task of conscientization or awarenessbuilding among the people has been a long-term
program thrust of the Council called ‘Transformation
of Church and Society’. Through the seminars and
consultations, the NCCP helped people understand the
national situation, the issues and problems facing the
country such as poverty, militarization, graft and
corruption, violation of human rights, and oppression
and exploitation of the people.”—p. 11
The Rev. La Verne D. Mercado, former Bishop
of the United Methodist Church and NCCP General
Secretary, was one of those jailed by the Marcos
Government in 1974. He was often placed under
surveillance for subversive activities.
As of this writing, Liberation theologians are still
engaged in promoting the agenda of the “forces of
separatism”, and many continue to be attracted by
their revolutionary “theology”. Martin tells us why:
“The essential teaching of this new theology, first
formulated by Latin American theologians, is that the
first and essential step in Christ’s salvation of the
human race is the liberation of all men and women
from the yoke of Capitalism—chiefly and evilly
represented by the United States. The Church,
according to this theology, should be the servant of
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the human race and of its history. And the Church
should not only allow, it should sanction and foment,
any revolutionary violence (called justifiable counterviolence) in order to unseat and eradicate the centers
of Capitalism.”
In the Philippines and elsewhere, this “culture of
violence” has taken and continues to take the lives of
innocent civilians. Which led a local Freemason to
ask, “Is the Grand Orient that evil?”
Malachi Martin believes that the problem lies
beyond the Grand Orient. “It is something far more
sinister. There is abroad... a more comprehensive,
more subtle, more far-reaching organization of
particular men who give loyalty to no particular
countries but to very particular principles, according
to which they have in mind a very particular destiny
for, among other institutions, this Holy Roman
Catholic and Apostolic Church. For them,
Freemasons are puppets. And Marxists are puppets
besides being temporary impediments to the working
out of their will and intention.” He explains:
“The sooner we heed these wise words, the better
it will be for most of us. It’s high time we put
politics back to religion where it truly belongs;
otherwise, we shall never understand the problems
which confront us.” A dejected Gringo Honasan
unwittingly admitted what we just said, when he was
interviewed by the TIME Southeast Asia Bureau
Chief, William Stewart, on October 1, 1990: “The
very same people who are telling us now that violence
is bad, are the same people who egged us on in ’85
and ’86 to kill Marcos.”
[END OF QUOTING]
It certainly is long past time that you take this
thought SERIOUSLY—before you AND your world
go down to the Religious Frauds.
“Religion” is NOT the “opiate of the people”, as
Marx claimed, and hear me well: RELIGION IS THE
DUTIFUL OVERSEER THAT CHAINS THE PEOPLE
TO THE SLAVE-MASTER. IT SERVES THAT
“MASTER” AND NEVER THE SLAVE. IT TEACHES
MAN TO NEVER THINK FOR SELF AND THAT
INDEPENDENT THOUGHT PUTS THE SOUL IN
DANGER OF SOME ETERNAL DAMNATION. AND
NOW IT COMES FULL CIRCLE TO PRODUCE A
FRAUD UPON THE PEOPLE (SLAVES) AS TO
BEING THE ONLY WAY TO RAPTURE
YOURSELVES TO SOME ELUSIVE HEAVEN FOR
DOING NOTHING—JUST DUMP YOUR SOUL ON
SOMEBODY ELSE’S MURDERED BODY.
RELIGION WILL INTRODUCE YOU NOT TO GOD,
BUT DIRECTLY INTO THE WORST KIND OF
SLAVERY.
Do not be BLIND, DEAF AND STUPID, readers,
for Cardinal Sin, Cory Aquino and Fidel Ramos are
directly set forth to DESTROY THE GOVERNMENT
AS ELECTED IN THE PHILIPPINES. THEY ARE
DIRECTLY IN SERVICE TO THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA AND THROUGH THE FRAUDULENT
AUSPICES OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH,
WHICH NEITHER APPROVES OF NOR EVEN LIKES
THIS CARDINAL SIN, COMMUNIST LEADER.
May you each and all get just a bit better
informed, if you wish to ever again find
FREEDOM—ANYWHERE!
Salu and good morning, GCH
dharma
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The Catholic Church
And The “Holocaust”
4/8/00—#2 (13-236)
WAISTLINE OR WAISTLINES—
BUT ALL ARE WEIGHTLINES
What might the international news be like in other
nations—say, the U.S.—regarding the Philippines? It
is focused, even in the Philippines, this month, on total
“unfitness” (overweight and total disability of a normal
officer to run, much less catch a criminal). This is a
very important and heavy problem as things measure
up—so, the thrust right now is a mandatory “get thin
and fit”, or OUT. And, the new Philippine National
Police head does, unfortunately for everyone else, have
PERFECT measurements and fitness level. And, of
course, in considering this problem, you have to realize
it is made to fit the smaller dimensional size of the
Filipinos and Filipinas.
Just now, “2 x 1/16th” (a pretty good measurement
in its own right) sent the following from the April 7,
2000 ORLANDO SENTINEL.
[QUOTING:]
FILIPINO COPS MUST SHRINK WAISTS
OR LOSE THEIR JOBS
MOUNT PINATUBO, PHILIPPINES—With
banners reading “Fat belly, flab. Mount Pinatubo will
remove,” overweight Philippine police officers scaled a
treacherous volcano Thursday in an attempt to beat a
deadline for flattening their tummies and avoiding
dismissal. HUNDREDS OF OTHERS FAILED
(among them, the Ekkers, even in a 4X4) to complete
the trek to Pinatubo’s peak, part of a fitness campaign
launched last month by national Police Chief Panfilo
Lacson. Policemen with waists greater than 34 inches
must exercise for six months, and they face possible
dismissal if they don’t slim down. The waists of
policewomen must be no more than 29 inches.
[END OF QUOTING]
Note the argument of one Doris: “Well, I am about
the size of the average Filipino or perhaps a bit taller,
so I’m sure the measurements for the male more nearly
fit my circumstance—but E.J. will definitely not be
hired for the Police Academy Director.” And
“THANKS, ‘2 x 8’, FOR REMINDING US!”
On a more serious note, E.J. just had a
conversation with Erick San Juan who had put together
some things, while requesting others, and sent
documents over by courier. At first glance, the humor
is difficult to suppress and then the seriousness of the
facts involved here is evidence of the desire to enslave
and warp the minds of THINKING people.
Our people will remember back years ago when we
offered some information on the Jewish Holocaust in a
couple or so volumes of the Journals and in CONTACT
(back then, The Phoenix Liberator) and those Journals

got “arrested” at the Canadian Border and condemned
to the burning stake AS HATE MATERIAL. And,
worse yet, we actually defended the Jews! We called
the series “The Trillion Dollar Lie”—and in it we
covered the arguments, facts, misinformation, etc., as
presented by eyewitnesses and investigators. Times
don’t change much, do they? We are getting hailed
upon again just because we present some more facts,
same facts, and—with freedom of speech allowances—
give space to some interesting historical questions as
regards topics of the last millennium.
We, remember, did not know or even know of
somebody named Erick San Juan in Manila,
Philippines. He shares with you some of his
consequences of simply offering others’ observations
and scientific data—and questioning some 6 million
Jews dying in WW II.
He has sent three immediate rebuttals to his article
which, even though a bit long for an Editorial “letter”,
speak VOLUMES!
And—since I fear “confusion” on the part of some
eavesdroppers who usurp our material and amend it to
fit their own needs—I will point out some very
interesting things regarding especially the ones who
objected to a rather objective article, the issue of the
Holocaust “as presented” by the Revisionist Jews.
Since April is so near the time of Holocaust Hype
and the Easter Season, it comes up again and the papers
and movies are pushed off onto everyone worse than a
Presidential Election or Superbowl. Over here, they are
running over and over again a story of some girl who
“dreamed” she was in the Holocaust, years before, and
it is now required watching—“LEST ANYONE
FORGET”. My goodness, does this also mean that the
Jews actually DO believe in reincarnation and have lied
about that little trick all these generations as well?
First, San Juan’s article:
(Check the date or you might miss the impact.)
[QUOTING, BUSINESSWORLD, Wednesday,
April 8, 1998:]
Did 6 million Jews really die in WW II?
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND THE HOLOCAUST
By Erick San Juan
On March 18, 1998, the eve of the Feast of Saint
Joseph, the Vatican publicly repented for the passivity
of Roman Catholics who merely watched “as Hitler’s
Germany sent more than six million Jews to death
camps across Europe”. [H: Already, note the hew
and cry of the Jews THIS YEAR against the Pope,
who tried to again apologize to any who were treated
badly by the Holy Roman Church.]
The Australian Cardinal, Edward Cassidy, head of
the Vatican Commission for Religious Relations with
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Judaism, told reporters, “This is more than an
apology, since as members of the Church, we are
linked to the sins as well as to the merits of her
children.”
[H: BOTH THIS CARDINAL
CASSIDY AND THE POPE ARE JEWISH.
MOREOVER, THAT POPE OF 1998 IS THE
SAME ONE TODAY, A POLISH JEW, WHO—
AS A REMINDER—SOLD ZYKLON-B
(CYANIDE) GAS DIRECTLY, PERSONALLY,
TO THE NAZIS AT THE CAMPS. The purpose
for the gas? To delouse, for Typhus had begun to
spread from the fleas in the camps.]
Did six million Jews really die in World War II?
According to Chambers Encyclopedia, the total
number of Jews living in pre-War Europe was
6,500,000, but the Basler Nachrichten, a neutral Swiss
publication using available Jewish statistical data,
establishes that between 1933 and 1945, about
1,500,000 Jews emigrated to Britain, Sweden, Spain,
Portugal, Australia, China, India, Palestine (now Israel)
and the United States. This information was confirmed
by the Jewish journalist Bruno Blau, who cites the same
figures in the New York Jewish publication, Aufbau, of
August 13, 1948.
Of these emigrants, approximately 400,000 came
from Germany before September 1939. Again, this was
acknowledged by no less than the World Jewish
Congress in its publication, Unity in Dispersion
(p.377), which states: “The majority of the German
Jews succeeded in leaving Germany before the War
broke out. In addition to the German Jews, about
220,000 of the total 280,000 Austrian Jews had
emigrated by September 1939, while from March 1939
onwards, the Institute for Jewish Emigration in Prague
had secured the emigration of 260,000 Jews from
Czechoslovakia. All told, therefore, only 360,000 Jews
remained in Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia after
September 1939!”
Meanwhile, an estimated 500,000 Jews from Poland
had emigrated prior to the outbreak of the War. This
means that the number of Jewish emigrants from other
European countries, such as France, Netherlands, Italy
and others of Eastern Europe was approximately
120,000.
The exodus of Jews before and during the
hostilities, therefore, reduces the number of Jews in
Europe to around 5,000,000. In addition to these
emigrants, we must also include the number of Jews
who fled to the Soviet Union after 1939, and who were
later evacuated beyond reach of the German invaders.
In Colliers magazine of June 9, 1945, Freiling
Foster, writing of the Jews in Russia, explained that
“2,200,000 have migrated to the Soviet Union since
1939 to escape from the Nazis”, but a lower estimate
of 1,500,000 is probably more accurate.
Jewish migration to the Soviet Union, therefore,
reduces the number of Jews within the sphere of
German occupation to only around 3,500,000. From
these should be deducted those Jews living in neutral
European countries who escaped the consequences of
the War.
According to the 1942 World Almanac (p. 594), the
number of Jews living in Gibraltar, Britain, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland and Turkey was
413,128. Consequently, a figure of around 3,000,000
Jews in German-occupied Europe is as accurate as the
available emigration statistics will allow.
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HOLOCAUST EVIDENCE
and other eastern camps comes from the post-War
communist regimes of Eastern Europe: “The evidence
It is clear, therefore, that the Germans could not concerning the Polish death camps was mainly taken
[This letter comes from:] Mrs. Annabelle Esteban,
possibly have gained control over or exterminated after the War by Polish State commissions or by the 36 Chico Street, Barangay Santa Rosa, Pasig City.
anything like “six million Jews”. To approach the Central Jewish Historical Commission of Poland.”
Mr. Erick San Juan, author of the article “The
extermination of even half of six million would have
Catholic Church and the Holocaust”... has just earned
ANNE FRANK’S DIARY
meant the liquidation of every Jew living in Europe.
himself full and unqualified membership in the circle of
And yet it is known that large numbers of Jews were
Ernst Zundel and his ilk—members of a lunatic fringe
What about The Diary of Anne Frank?
alive in Europe after 1945.
of Holocaust deniers. These Holocaust deniers are, of
The truth about the Anne Frank Diary was first course, no different from the other lunatics who still
Philip Friemand in Their Brother’s Keepers (N.Y.,
1957, p. 13) states that “at least a million Jews survived revealed in 1959 by the Swedish journal, Fria Ord.
proclaim that the world is flat in spite of overwhelming
It established that the Jewish novelist Meyer Levin evidence to the contrary.
in the very crucible of the Nazi hell”, while the official
figure of the Jewish Joint Distribution Committee is had written the dialogue of the “diary” and was
Mr. San Juan’s logic goes like this: It is
1,559,600. [H: But more than this number ARE demanding payment for his work in a court action statistically impossible for the Germans to have
against Otto Frank, the girl’s father, who made a systematically killed 6 million Jews. Ergo, the
COLLECTING MONEY IN DAMAGES.]
Indisputable evidence is also provided by the post- fortune from the sale of the book. A condensation of Holocaust did not occur. Maxwell Smart of that
War world Jewish population statistics. The World the Swedish articles appeared in the American comical TV series Get Smart, when confronted with
Almanac of 1938 gives the number of Jews in the world Economic Council Letter of April 15, 1959.
such figures would probably have asked, “Would you
It is now clear that Zionist Jews lied about the story settle for 4 million Jews killed?” The point is whether
as 16,588,259. But after the War, the New York Times
of February 22, 1948 placed the number of Jews in the of six million Jews dying in the Holocaust myth, the number be 4, 5, or 6 million Jews killed is
invented by Hollywood. Even the emaciated prisoners irrelevant. Any of these figures is still a large number
world at a minimum of 18,700,000.
Quite obviously, these figures make it impossible in posters were not Jews but Allied prisoners who were of people!
for the number of Jewish wartime casualties to be starving because of the blockade of ships around
[H: Ah, but—the question raised was “Did 6
Germany during World War II. The Anglo-American million Jews really die in WW II?” and, therefore,
measured in anything but thousands.
Fifteen-and-a-half million in 1938—minus the armies prevented any shipment of food into Germany. there could be no “light” consideration of 4 or 5
alleged “six million”—leaves nine million. This means
million, for it makes no reference to THE question
JEWISH INFLUENCE
that the world’s Jews produced seven million births,
at all. Mr. San Juan did not even raise a question
almost doubling their numbers, in the space of ten
as to whether or not there WAS A HOLOCAUST
By the way, did you know that both Pope John WITH PEOPLE KILLED but only referenced the
years—if we are to seriously accept the New York
Paul II and Cardinal Cassidy are Jews? Karol Wojtyla claim of “6 million”, so how does this writer draw
Times figures. This is patently ridiculous.
hails from the Jewish region of Odessa, Poland. her own conclusions? How many of you want to lay
NO GAS CHAMBERS?
Cassidy, on the other hand, is a product of Jewish bets on this person possibly being married to a
emigration to Australia.
Jewish businessperson? This is the prevailing way
What about Auschwitz and the gas chambers?
Joseph Roddy of the now-defunct LOOK magazine Jewish businessmen move into the Philippines! (!!!)
When it was discovered by honest and reputable is right. The Jews have changed Catholic thinking. And, of those who bring scams and outright
observers that no “gas chambers” existed in the German The prophecy of the Blessed Mother in LaSalette fraudulent “offerings” into the Philippines, the
camps such as Dachau and Bergen-Belsen, attention (1846) and Fatima (1917) has been fulfilled.
majority are Jewish by religion and, they say,
was shifted to the eastern camps, particularly
The Second Vatican Council’s Declaration Nostra “race”. We make no reference to EITHER.
Auschwitz. It was claimed that ovens definitely existed Aetate, highly ambiguous like most of this Council’s Another interesting thing is that many women marry
there. Unfortunately, the eastern camps were in the documents, draws no distinction between the Jewish Philippine nationals for the same REASON,
Russian zone of occupation, so that no one could verify religion and the Jewish race, but seems to dwell on the especially if the men hold a “status” position. This
whether the allegations were true or not.
latter. After absolving the Jewish people of the crime marriage gives “dual” citizenship and is a very
The Russians refused to allow anyone to see of Deicide, the Declaration “deplores the hatred and convenient thing, especially for American Jews.]
Auschwitz until about ten years after the War, by which displays of anti-Semitism directed against the Jews at
Historians know that the Holocaust happened by
time anyone in their place would have been able to alter any time and from any source”.
using convergence of evidence [H: Say what?]—a
its appearance and give some plausibility to the claim
Now it can be told. The Vatican has changed its method used by scientists in such fields as Archeology
that “millions of people have been exterminated there”. religion from Catholicism or Christianity to “Judeo- and Paleontology. Mr. San Juan seems to think that if
The truth about Auschwitz is that it was the largest Christianity”, meaning, “the infiltration of Talmudism in he can find a single tiny crack in the Holocaust story,
and most important industrial concentration camp, our churches”.
the entire structure will collapse. This is a fundamental
producing all kinds of material for the war industry.
And according to Sigmund Sternberg of London, in flaw in his reasoning because the Holocaust was not a
The camp consisted of synthetic coal and rubber plants his letter to the editor at the International Herald single event; it was thousands upon thousands of events
built by I.G. FARBEN INDUSTRIES [H: Jewish], for Tribune dated March 24, 1998, Pope John Paul II was in thousands upon thousands of places and proved by
whom prisoners supplied labor. [H: Remember the first Pope to visit the Rome Jewish Synagogue in millions upon millions of bits of data that converge into
“Schindler’s List” and the salvation of thousands— 1986—the first by any pontiff to a Jewish place of one conclusion. The Holocaust cannot be disproved by
as presented by one, Steven Spielberg?] Auschwitz worship.
minor errors or inconsistencies here and there for the
also comprised an agricultural research station with
[END OF QUOTING]
simple reason that the Holocaust was never proved by
laboratories, plant nurseries and facilities for
Now, I take notice that there was one question these lone bits of data in the first place! [H: !!!???
stockbreeding, as well as Krupp’s armament works. involved here which drew forth some statistics and Will the rocket scientists please stand up and tell us
This kind of activity was the prime function of the referenced the original question put forth by Mr. San what would happen if your calculations are off by
camps.
Juan: “Did 6 million Jews really die in WW2?” I find some half-billion or so?]
Accounts of visits by Himmler to the camps show this no more ridiculous as a question than if you asked:
The convergence of proof that the Holocaust did
that the main purpose was to inspect and assess their “How did 10 thousand come down the hill when only occur can be found in: 1) captured Nazi documents that
industrial efficiency. This hardly accords with a policy 5 thousand went up the hill?”
mention the statistics of the destruction of European
of exterminating prisoners by the millions.
But let’s now look at rebuttals to this particular Jewry (e.g. the Korherr Reports), or discuss the final
So where did historians get their information about article:
solution to the Jewish problem; 2) the testimony of
the Holocaust? In The Final Solution (p. 63),
[QUOTING,
“Dear
Editor”,
4/10/98 several thousand eyewitness prisoners who saw mass
Reitlinger admits that information regarding Auschwitz Businessworld:]
killing in the death chambers and the piles of bodies;
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[H: Actually, there has never been found even ONE
EYEWITNESS.] 3) the testimony of former Nazis, such
as Adolph Eichmann, who participated in the genocide;
4) the documents at Yad Vashem, in Israel, [H: Boy,
now that’s a good source.] which record the names and
deaths of more than three million Jews; [H: But NOT
6 million, and the point is “six million”.] and 5) the
photographs—and physical existence of the death camps
themselves, along with the uncovered evidence of human
remains.
The evidence is so overwhelming that it would
require more time and space to detail than anyone of
us could spare at this time. Suffice it to state that
Christians (Hitler was a Catholic and the German
nation was mostly Protestant) have been killing Jews
for many centuries now. Hitler only put Germanic
method and efficiency into this genocide. [H: It gets
hard to tell on which side this person might be,
since there is no rational statement among those
in this paragraph. Hitler was Jewish—by “birth”
parentage and according to the rules of the
Talmud.]
Mr. San Juan writes unmindful of the serious
consequence of his bigotry, prepared, it seems, to revive
in his zealousness the deadly consequences of the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion (translated in English as
the Jewish peril), a proven hoax, [H: Well, now we
are getting there, aren’t we? I don’t believe Mr. San
Juan even mentioned anything about anything such
as Protocols of Zion.] responsible nevertheless, for
inspiring in Hitler’s Germany an inflammatory excuse
for the mass murder of Jews.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, the next one is even more interesting in that it
comes from DR. WOLFGANG GOTTELMANN, the
Ambassador, Federal Republic of Germany. Now why
do you suppose there would be an Ambassador TO THE
PHILIPPINES who is a German Jew? You have
problems, WORLD!
[QUOTING, BUSINESSWORLD, 4/21/98:]
I am surprised, and actually appalled, that your
paper which the Embassy normally holds in high esteem
has devoted, in its April 8 edition, almost half a page to
an article that flatly denies the Holocaust. [H: NOTE
AGAIN THE TOTAL LACK OF FACTUAL
REFERENCE.]
International historical research has established the
facts of the Holocaust, including the figure of
approximately six million Jewish victims, long ago and
beyond any doubt. Mr. San Juan’s argumentation
reflects ignorance and malice, to say the least. [H: Oh,
indeed. I could point out that this man actually
refers to “…historical research has established the
facts…”.
THIS INDICATES A TOTAL
FABRICATION OF THE ORTHODOX
PRESENTATION OF HISTORICAL DATA—FOR
RESEARCH WILL PROVE MR. SAN JUAN TO
HAVE THE FACTS, AND THE PRESENTATIONS
OTHERWISE ARE TOTALLY FABRICATED.]
The whole article is an insult to the victims and
survivors of the Holocaust and perpetuates the
discrimination and persecution which the Jews have
suffered under the Nazis.
Let me add that in Germany the denial of the
Holocaust is punishable as a criminal offense under the

German Penal Code. I wonder how such tasteless
fabrication could find its way into your paper?
[END OF QUOTING]
[H: AND, BY THE WAY: WHAT IN HECK
IS THE “FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY”?]
And now, to leave you with the best yet:
[QUOTING:]
Atty. ROBERTO R. BARRALES
President, GVA Israel-Philippines Gospel
Foundation, Inc. P.O. Box 2609, Central Post Office,
QC. (Quezon City, Phil.) [H: This one is almost too
much even for me.]
DEAR EDITOR
Biblical Truths
Erick San Juan’s article, “The Catholic Church and
the Holocaust” is a classic example of modern-day antiSemitism, using Holocaust denial as its essential thread.
I wonder what this anti-Semitic article was doing in a
business publication such as Businessworld [H: ah—
er—a—hummnn].
I would just like to remind Mr. San Juan, who even
questions the pronouncements of the highest authority of
the Catholic Church, about several Biblical truths, which,
if he is truly a Christian, he already knows, understands
and adheres to:
[H: Can’t let you miss this, readers: This man
is going to give backup for his “christian” authority
on something out of ISAIAH. This is an OLD
Testament book, eons before the fact of a “Jesus”
Christ or those nice “Jews”.]
1. Christ’s death on the cross, which he
unfortunately calls Deicide and for which he blames the
Jews, is really the fulfillment of the prophecy regarding
the promised Messiah, his death and resurrection, as
stated among others in Isaiah 53:4-12: “He has borne
our griefs and carried our sorrows, yet we esteemed
Him stricken by God and afflicted, but He was
wounded for our transgressions; He was bruised for
our iniquities; the chastisement for our peace was upon
Him, and by His stripes we are healed... and He bore
the sin of many...”
[H: Get ready to puke, dear ones:]
Christ’s death is, therefore, OUR GAIN—yours and
mine—for through his death, we received forgiveness of
sins, healing, eternal life, prosperity and the abundant life
that He promised in John 10:10, as well as every other
promise that He made in the Bible. [H: I am here
stopped to note a “proverb” out of a fortune cookie
from this very day: “A winner makes commitments.
A LIAR MAKES PROMISES.”] Hebrews 9:22
further states that “without the shedding of the blood,
there would be no remission of sins.” [H: The facts
are that through the shedding of blood—THE SINS
ARE COMMITTED.]
2. God in His infinite mercy includes us Gentiles in
his great plan of salvation. [H: That spells it out
pretty directly, doesn’t it? Gentile? Jew? I thought
you would never notice!]
Ephesians 3:12-13 puts it more clearly,
“...remember that at that time you were separate from
Christ, excluded from citizenship in Israel and
foreigners to the covenants of the promise, without
hope and without god, in the world. But now in Christ
Jesus, you who were once far away have been brought
near through the blood of Christ.” Christ was
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originally sent for the Israelites (see Luke 15:24). But
because of the Jews’ rejection of Christ, “to provoke
them to jealousy, salvation has come to the Gentiles”.
(Romans 11:1) So, shouldn’t we thank the Jews instead
of cursing them? Because of their disobedience and
rejection of and have them made partakers of the
covenant God made through Abraham.
[H: Does anyone reading this remember Mr.
San Juan “cursing” anyone, including the Jews?
Is this some kind of selective reading
interpretation?]
3. In Genesis 12:3, it says, “I will bless who
bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse; And
all the people on earth will be blessed through you.”
(Genesis 12:3, NIV) This is what the Lord’s
covenant with Abraham, the father of Isaac, the father
of Jacob, or Israel, who has also become the father of
Christians through the blood of Jesus. Shall we
therefore curse Israel and the Jews and be cursed, or
shall we choose blessings? [H: Anyone who can
figure that one out suitably, please feel free to
write—to Mr. San Juan.]
4. The Lord commanded us to pray for Israel
and to come to their comfort. In Psalm 102:3, it
says, “You will arise and have compassion on Zion
Jerusalem, for it is time to show favor to her; the
appointed time has come.” Then in Psalm 122:6, it
says, “pray for the peace of Jerusalem; they shall
prosper that love thee.” “Comfort, comfort my
people says your God. Speak tenderly to Jerusalem
and cry out to her, that her warfare is ended; that
her iniquity is pardoned,” according to Isaiah 40:1.
The Catholic Church could not have done better
than what the author calls “absolving the Jewish
people of Deicide”, and nothing could be more timely
than the Declaration of the Australian Cardinal,
“deploring the hatred and displays of anti-Semitism
directed against Jews at any time and from any
source. It is about time we Christians rid ourselves
of this hatred and racism, if we truly are of God, who
is Love personified, and if we truly understand the
biblical significance of our relationship with Israel.
[H: GOD IS FIRST “TRUTH” PERSONIFIED.]
Don’t you think we should commend the Pope for
his visit to the Rome Jewish Synagogue? Praise God
that he is breaking barriers that separate people and
bridging the gap in the name of God’s love for Jews
and Gentiles alike! Praise God for the Pope’s
understanding of the biblical significance of the
Judeo-Christian relationship!
[END OF QUOTING]
What I think is that the whole bunch of you
should go read the Jewish Talmud and, again, those
old Protocols of Zion and look carefully at where you
sit on your hotseat RIGHT NOW. “JUDEO” and
“CHRISTIAN” are at opposing ends of the extreme.
YOU CANNOT HAVE A CONNECTION OF
“JUDEO-CHRISTIAN” IN MEANING. AND
THAT SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT IS.
This last writer has obviously studied NEITHER.
And, look again at where you find yourself
TODAY, year 2000, and see how far you have come
and in which direction of travel.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Gold And Other Interesting Things
(Part 6B)
2/21/00—#1 (13-189)
AH, WHERE TO BEGIN
Hatonn—In the bewildering world of newspapers
and electronic networks, where do you even begin with
only a handful of editors and people willing to do this
rather thankless task of information-gathering? Would
it not be wondrous to be able to simply have a directive
and a single focus and move ever toward completion?
Life doesn’t work that way, though, does it? Very few
have the privilege of simply plowing through on a topic
or waiting for the “creative bug” to bite each day.
TUBERCULOSIS
There is big news today from the WHO (World
Health Organization), in that the epidemic of
TREATMENT-RESISTANT TB is all but out of
control. The numbers with active and debilitating
disease are phenomenal and those who are carriers (or
carry within themselves)—yet without active
symptoms—are into the high 80-95 percent range. And
public health care? All but non-existent.
This is not just an Asian malady, my friends—it is
GLOBAL but simply not recognized as TB. If you can
get some treatment for your upper respiratory disease,
it is never noticed. IT IS THERE WAITING TO
SPRING FORTH THE MINUTE THE DRUGS FAIL
TO WORK.
And then there is the problem of health habits to
further plague the lands. People are so careless as to
the welfare of others that when you go into the cities
and villages, the people handle their irritations with the
greatest of ease—they hack, cough, choke and spit all
over everything, while a sneeze will do the most work
in one giant scatter.
In the cities, you are breathing up to two-thirds less
oxygen than the basic need of human intake. That
compromise is then compounded by the pollution from
particles that cannot be cleaned from the lungs. It is
serious time, species! Oh, well, I’m sure the WTO will
take good care of you—just like they did with AIDS.
When you get the rest of your trees cut down, you are
finished, chelas.
That old giggle-bit about aliens coming to your
globe for upgrading their own species has to be THE
chuckle of the cosmos.
SPEAKING OF AIDS
The U.S. troops have landed in great force for the
games and already the population of the Philippines is
quivering in their boots. With the games and all the
U.S. soldiers, there are having to be new regulations
passed out AND ENFORCED—guess what! “NO
CONDOM, NO SEX.” So it is expected that there will
actually be a surge in the rubber industry, which is a
major product over in Southeast Asia. You do
remember, don’t you, that rubber does grow on trees!

And why all this protection? Because of the fear of
infection of the Philippines from the U.S. visitors!
“You’ve come a long way, baby!” as the cigarette ad
reminds.
CIGARETTE AD REMINDERS
There is a movie I want all, who will, to see; it is
called The Insider or something pretty similar. It is
about those nice cigarettes and tobacco products you
puff and chew. But the point I want to make is not on
the product topic, for we have beaten that to death
pretty much prior to now and Dr. Coleman did a real
number of revealing the truth to you several years ago.
I want you to take a GOOD, HARD LOOK at
what is required in this world to DO THE RIGHT
THING! People who present truth are battered, beaten,
threatened, slain and lose everything—IF THEY
SIMPLY STAND FORTH AND DO THE RIGHT
THING. We have experienced it—from being moved
from a very nice standard of living to absolute
poverty—just for trying to do the RIGHT THING.
People like Mark P. and Cathy, Colemans, Stich,
Wean—oh, on and on, including the Ekkers—have paid
so dearly for simply offering information and DOING
THE RIGHT THINGS IN TRUTH AND
INTEGRITY. What is baffling is how or why they
continue the struggle. But where do you think you
will be if somebody DOES NOT shift this incredible
mudslide around some way?
We find in our own little former circle of
participants that the evil little games just grow and feed
one upon the one before. As players are named, it turns
out that others are losing greatly because they, like
Ekkers, paid THROUGH a party to ensure house
payments, etc. got made—but ah, they didn’t, and
somehow ’twixt payment and receiving of same, the
HOUSE WAS SOLD, literally. Now the expenses of
more court struggles loom ahead. Well, we find more
problems. We have a “wonderful friend” who has been
dear to all of us, who lately cut his hand and had to be
off work to recover. He struggled and struggled to keep
up his car payments so that he would have at least that
property when he was well enough to get around again.
Ah, but the person he paid to make the payments kept
the last few months payments for self (hard times all the
way around since Ekkers couldn’t pay everybody—like
the whole Spectrum crowd and friends) and now he
loses his last possession, as the car is taken and the
payment to date of over $21,000 is GONE. Is this
intentional hurt? No, but it sure doesn’t ease the loss
much, does it?
Then comes the next realization that of the gold
holdings (called the Overton Gold), we find through the
latest filed documents that there has been total collusion
with Abbott, Horton and Green throughout the Texas
Court dealings. We also find that it was being
manipulated—before we caught it two years ago—that
participating parties who worked in the legal group had
literally set it up so they would split 50% of the sum

AS BONUS for services. Oh, they are beginning to
now tell on themselves and each other, as the net gets
drawn tighter and tighter by their own pulling, pushing
and cover-ups.
Can my people “take it”? Would somebody give us
another way to go? These people took the money and
then complained about misuse of the funds. Would you
not agree that something must be done to rectify this
ungodly affront to right actions? When people put their
very lives on the line—only to have bits and pieces of
their very bodies and lives chopped away—is it not
somehow unacceptable to just pray and pray for God to
save you? WHY WOULD GOD DO THAT? IT IS
TIME YOU REALLY CONSIDER THIS POINT!
May we please, Dharma, move on with the topic
underway so that we can better see the passage and
players involved.
[QUOTING:]
CHAPTER 15
DENIALS AND MORE DENIALS
“They found gold in Napindan,” Craig Nelson tells
a couple of reporters from Ang Pilipino Ngayon (APN),
Rufino Miranda and Al Pedroche, in a telephone
interview held on April 12, 1989. Nelson, an American
who lives on the island of Saipan, was a major investor
and the Assistant Project Manager of the Napindan
Dam Gold Recovery Project.
Why had Charles McDougald never mentioned
anything about Napindan in his two books?
In the same interview, Nelson expressed his
willingness to help the Government recover all of the
340 tons of gold bars dug up in the area, even if this
would mean having to make personal appearances in the
halls of the Philippine Congress.
Nelson vehemently denied allegations that he
executed a “second affidavit” disavowing his previous
exposé of 340 tons of gold recovered in Napindan,
worth about $4.5 billion at that time. According to
him, the only document that bore his signature had
something to do with the full payment of a drill rig,
which he had purchased for $150,000. The rig,
subsequently used in the Napindan project in Cainta
(Rizal), became the object of much talk when Nelson
sent a fax message (to no. 415-883-3473) which read:
“I hereby authorize Atty. Ted Hume and Kevin
Kinzler to be my representatives concerning the
hydraulic drill I purchased in September 1988
(CLLDM-115). This drill was placed in the name of
a company formed and owned by Mario Ongkiko,
CHARLES MCDOUGALD, and the brother-in-law of
Emmanuel Soriano.”
Nelson stipulated in the message that he was to be
paid immediately the amount of $75,000. Otherwise,
the rig would remain under his ownership until the
balance of $75,000 was paid in full.
[H: Can we top that? Sure, as the things people
do are ever increasingly ridiculous. Our people had
two forklift construction machines. One was very
large and the other smaller. They were purchased
outright for thousands of dollars, for use at the farm
and elsewhere where heavy equipment might be
needed. The purchase was to meet a need of the
owner at the time. So, as time has gone by and the
operation began to fall apart—after the tractor was
totally ruined by THE vandals of the day—they were
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used as tractors to pull discs, to weed the nowunproductive fields.
So, Charles made a deal to rent the machines and
when one broke down, it came back. The other was
rented to the construction crew of one of the people in
Tehachapi—to take to Los Angeles for a personal
construction project.
The rent was to be $1,000-$1,200 per month.
NOTHING was ever paid. And, further, when the
equipment was badly needed, our people were told
that there had been some repairs made so there would
be no rent payments and, further, that the equipment
belonged to the contractor “anyway”. It is still in Los
Angeles, still needed in Tehachapi, and apparently
there will be another legal hassle to get the thing. Oh,
well? Now, is this good business or what? The party
with whom the money exchanged hands turns out to
be the most private, trusted party in the loop. Do you
REALLY blame Ekkers for wanting OUT?
We can go a step further: After Christmas a year
ago, the Millers loaned money to this same group of
players for catching up salaries, etc. at CONTACT and to
pay the Editors (Young, Martin, et al.). Fine so far?
Well, the Millers then asked Ekkers to sign a personal
guarantee on that loan. Now, note, all of you readers,
EKKERS GOT NOTHING AND WERE PAYING ALL
THE TRAVEL EXPENSES IN ADDITION.
And yes, indeed, readers, THESE ARE THE
SAME PEOPLE WHO CLAIM TO SERVE GOD,
NATION AND PATRIOTS IN GOODNESS! NOW,
TELL ME AGAIN WHY GOD SHOULD ANSWER
ALL YOUR PRAYERS FOR ABUNDANCE?
WHEN YOU WILL SCREW YOUR VERY
PARTNERS AND LIE, CHEAT AND LITERALLY
“STEAL” FROM THEM—WHY SHOULD GOD
HELP YOU GAIN ANYTHING?]
Ang Pilipino Ngayon was the first publication to have
exposed the alleged gold recovery in Napindan on March
29, 1989, based on the three-page sworn statement made
by Craig Nelson, which was annexed by Charles
McCubbins, Project Manager of International Precious
Metals, Inc. (IPMI) in his letter to Executive Secretary
Catalino Macaraig, requesting Malacanang to “dig deeper
into Nelson’s story”. This was followed by ABS-CBN’s
anchorman Noli de Castro’s interview with Nelson over
DZMM Radio. In their conversation, Nelson reiterated his
preparedness and willingness to testify on everything he
claimed, despite the denial made by National Security
Adviser Emmanuel Soriano. Soriano branded Nelson’s
story “a big joke”.
No one from the Aquino Administration admitted
participation in any gold recovery. Two years later,
Philippine Newsday reporter Barbara Fabian dropped an
unexpected bombshell. She revealed that President
Corazon Aquino’s relatives were in Hawaii in 1988 to ask
the former strongman for “eighty percent of an alleged
gold hoard worth $25 billion, in exchange for permission
to return home”. The deal, however, fell through. Mrs.
Imelda Marcos confirmed this information in an interview
aired over GMA Channel 7’s program, Business Today.
When President Ferdinand Marcos finally agreed to
give the authority to sell the gold, the relatives asked for
80 percent of the earnings, with 20 percent going to the
Marcoses. The former First Lady further added that
“There exists a document containing the proposal for a
$20 billion-$5 billion sharing agreement of the proceeds
from the sale of the gold.”
Asked by Marcos how much money would go to the
Government, the relatives said, “Nothing”. Marcos then
insisted that his share should go to the Philippine

Government. “There are (also) documents to prove this
deal,” Mrs. Marcos pointed out. “Some were even signed
by Ambassador Emmanuel Pelaez.”
Pelaez, however, denied having seen such a document,
much less having signed anything pertaining to it, in a
separate telephone interview from Washington, D.C., with
television host Ricardo Puno. “This is either a fantastic
story or the product of somebody’s fertile imagination,”
Pelaez said.
But on May 22, 1991, Tarlac Rep. Jose Cojuangco,
Jr., younger brother of President Aquino, faced newsmen
in a press conference and virtually admitted, for the first
time, the truth behind Mrs. Marcos’ testimony. He
confessed his involvement in Operation Big Bird launched
in 1986 to recover part of the Marcos wealth stashed in
Swiss banks.
Cojuangco was also mentioned in the report submitted
by Rep. Victorico Chaves of Misamis Oriental, Chairman
of the House Committee on Accountability, and said to
have been briefed on the recovery operation.
Sen. Jovito Salonga, who was held responsible for
having aborted the operation, likewise mentioned
Cojuangco as having authorized the appropriation of a
twenty percent commission for Michael de Guzman, who
carried out the secret operation together with General Jose
Almonte, then Chief of the Economic Intelligence and
Investigation Bureau (EIIB).
According to Daily Globe’s Miguel Genovea who
covered the press conference, Almonte and Rep. Dante
Tinga of Taguig-Pateros disputed claims made by Salonga
that the latter had no knowledge about the operation, that
he did not abort it, and that the whole operation was a
“big sting”.
Chaves overturned Salonga’s statement by presenting
a letter from one of the Swiss lawyers hired by the
Philippine Government, which clearly indicated how
Salonga and then Secretary of Justice Sedfrey Ordonez
had instructed him (the Swiss lawyer) to “stop the
operation”. Thus, Salonga could not feign innocence—
since his very own people had been regularly updating him
on the progress of the entire operation.
Denials, denials and many more denials.
CHAPTER 16
AGENT REINER JACOBI
Reporting on his Swiss gold-hunting mission, PCGG
Chairman David Castro told President Aquino on June 20,
1992 that he had finally confirmed the existence of some
$5 billion worth of gold owned by former President
Ferdinand Marcos at the Kloten Airport warehouse and
other places in Switzerland. His informants included
Reiner Jacobi, an ex-PCGG agent, who had been arrested
in Germany for illegally tapping into Swiss bank
computers, and an American lawyer based in Geneva.
Castro reported that two sets of prospective buyers
from Monaco and Rome had shown him documents and
footage of the gold hoard totaling 325 tons. However,
another newspaper reported that Castro saw the gold only
on film clips shown on German television.
Castro told Malacanang reporters that the same
sources had said that the gold was minted at the Central
Bank minting plant, based on their files, which they later
turned over to the PCGG. However, another news report
claimed that Castro had based his findings on the
deposition of several trustees of Mr. Marcos, three of
whom are Filipinos and the remaining three, foreigners.
According to Jacobi, Adoracion Edralin Lopez, a
relative of Marcos, claimed to be one of the signatories
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when the gold was deposited in the Kloten Airport bonded
warehouse in 1983. She likewise claimed that the other
two signatories were a Filipino and a foreigner, both living
outside Switzerland, but did not reveal their names. The
gold was deposited at the Airport to avoid having to declare
and register the entire list at Customs. Lopez added that
Marcos rented the space for ten years until 1993.
Lopez flew to Zurich sometime in 1990, a year after
Marcos’ death, to inquire about the gold. This was how
she discovered that her name had been deliberately deleted
as signatory, without her permission. “Her objections at
the bank fell on deaf ears,” writes McDougald. “She
knew the power of the people she was dealing with, so she
came home to Manila to try and think of a way to reclaim
her rights. Eventually, she and Mama Mary crossed
paths.”
Mama Mary reportedly has been a close friend of
Mrs. Marcos since her teens. Her real name is Maria I.
Gosilatar, but Imelda fondly calls her the “Midnight Lady”
because of her unusual habit of visiting the First Lady at
ungodly and late hours. She claimed to have once had
possession of the “Blue Book” which allegedly contained
a complete record of all the Marcos gold shipments to
different banks, with their corresponding account numbers.
A year after Castro submitted his report, a Londonbased television network reported the very same old story
about the Kloten gold, with slightly differing sets of
figures. A report by British Channel 4’s Dispatches
program indicated 1,240 tons of gold, worth about $15.5
billion, stored in a bonded warehouse at Zurich’s Kloten
Airport.
“We are not storing the Marcos gold,” says Walter
Michel, a manager at Freilager AG, the storage company
named by British Television. “I wish we were, because
it would be great business,” he added.
The program, likewise, quoted one gold dealer to have
said, “Its very existence can’t be admitted at the moment
due to a deal between Imelda and the Philippine
Government that she would return the booty.” The hoard,
which would be more than double the gold holdings of the
Bank of England, is now reported to be in the custody of
major Swiss banks.
Rhona O’Connell, a bullion analyst of T. Hoare and
Company, said, “The sources of any Marcos gold hoard
were usually assumed to be purloined Philippine
production and Japanese war booty. The Philippine
Government had been buyers of gold from 1978 to 1980
at an average of about $620 per ounce. It then became a
distressed seller at around $440 in 1985.”
Just when the Philippine Government was finally
closing in on the Marcos gold, another cloud of mystery
surrounded the PCGG office. Magtanggol Gunigundo, the
man who took over from Castro, discovered that some
documents on the Marcos gold were missing. The new
PCGG boss suggested sabotage, because the discovery of
the missing papers coincided with the discovery of four
paper shredders situated in four offices at the commission.
Gunigundo found the presence of the shredders highly
questionable.
[H: OK, sweet brethren, regarding the missing
files and documents from the offices of Phoenix
Institute, etc.: Check out the fact that the very night
of the lock-up of the CONTACT OFFICES, Dr. Al had
come specifically to borrow a paper shredder because
something was wrong or burned out on the one “they”
had been using. Also note that the one in the office
complex was ALSO burned out! It pays to keep up
with little clues like this when you find missing the
very files necessary in the legal ongoing
confrontations. Files and property are GONE and
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everyone with access has denied any information,
although the Spectrum bunch and watchers—
PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS FROM THOSE VERY
FILES!]
“I came to realize that the shredders could [have been
used to destroy] vital documents, which can otherwise be
taken out or removed from the office,” he said.
Noemi Alacala, a staff writer of the Daily Globe,
reported that among the missing documents were the files
of Reiner Jacobi, the commission’s controversial
consultant on intelligence and security.
Jacobi reportedly was the first to discover the gold
through industrial espionage. A German court refused to
extradite him due to insufficient evidence.
Earlier, the Philippine Government set in motion an
investigation on the alleged attempt by a group claiming
to represent it, and allegedly commissioned to withdraw
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of gold from a Swiss
bank in London.
Castro, however, pointed out that before any gold
could be withdrawn, “the consent and participation of at
least four unknown Marcos trustees would be needed”.
Obviously, not one of the trustees was a part of the group
which attempted to rip off the gold deposits.

code-named his last will and testament, The Umbrella,
specifically appropriating 80 percent of all his earthly
possession to the people of the Republic of the Philippines
through a Marcos Foundation, all these acts cloaked in
secrecy. This document now being controlled by the duly
authorized yet undisclosed key personalities is different
from that being exhibited lately by Mrs. Imelda Marcos at
the Newsmakers Forum at the Hotel Sofitel on March 26,
1998. This personally handwritten will of the late
President was willingly executed to assure the people of
the Republic that it is the strongman’s intention to make
them truly benefit from his funds, consequently vindicating
his name. At the time, there was so much pressure from
both the banking Mafia and the Trilateral Commission that
Marcos had to let Licaros resign.
On one unexpected occasion, Licaros confided to
Amargo how he developed a nervous and acidic stomach
from all the American and other outside pressures. And
these came at a particular time when intrigue against his
person was relentless. “Julie, when I am gone, fight for
the Filipinos,” Licaros said. “We are actually sitting on
a mountain of gold; hindi dapat maghirap ang Pilipino;
my hands are tied, and I am too old to battle the giants.”
With the parting words, Licaros handed Amargo important
detailed data and whispered, “These will prove how I have
tried to manage well the monetary system of the country
despite tremendous pressures. I have fought devaluation
because it is the poor man’s Waterloo. If I had my way, every
Filipino should be able to stand on his own two feet.”
Amargo waited for the proper time to use her secret
weapon. It came when Jaime Laya committed the serious
mistake of accusing the Licaros Administration of
overstating our international reserves by $600 million
when, in truth and in fact, it was the other way around.
“Our gold reserves appeared in the Central Bank records
at historical cost, which was $35 or less per ounce and
during the Licaros years, at one time, the price of gold
even soared up to more than $800 an ounce,” Amargo
counters. This led to Amargo’s exposé of the gold in the
latter part of 1983, leaving Marcos no choice but to
transfer the erring Laya to the Department of Education,
Culture and Sports.
In her now famous Open Letter to Laya, the feisty
woman activist raised the following important question:
“Considering that the Central Bank continues buying gold
up to September 30, 1983, a total of $848 million worth
of gold was demonetized per CB official records, what
happened, Governor, to the rest of the gold deposits of
December 31, 1980, the gold deposits of the Central Bank
indicating location and number of ounces, are as follows:
(1) Federal Reserve Bank of New York, ‘874,651,970’;
(2) Bank of Nova Scotia, ‘112,429,702’; (3) Bank of
England, ‘68,910,381’; (4) N.M. Rothschild,
‘72,071,898’; (5) Trade Development Bank of Geneva,
‘202,040,819’?”
Amargo went on to expose the interlocking
directorates involving Far East Bank & Trust Co., Arthur
Andersen & Co., Societe Cooperative and SGV,
concluding that “Whichever way the wind blows, we are
at the mercy of the SGV.”
“Our international reserves have gone down so low to
the extent that a new Central Bank Authority is being
created so that investigators and researchers cannot
anymore follow the trail of our gold after the Licaros
years,” laments Amargo. “I know the real story why
Licaros was forced to resign despite another six-year
term... I know the people who intrigued with Marcos to
have Licaros booted out of the Central Bank. They are
very visible among the ‘Mafias’, and they are afraid that
my exposé on the SGV, AA & Co., and the Societé Coop

CHAPTER 17
WHERE’S THE GOLD?
“Where's our gold?” Julie Amargo, the indefatigable
protectress of consumers’ rights and welfare in this
country must have asked the nagging question several
times in her newspaper articles.
“The people have the right to know,” Amargo insists.
She’s absolutely right. Article VI, Section 6 of the
Philippine Constitution states: “The right of the people to
information on matters of public concern shall be
recognized. Access to official records and documents
pertaining to official acts, transactions or decisions shall
be afforded the citizens subject to such limitations as may
be provided by law.”
Amargo’s invocation of constitutional rights was a
reaction to the sudden replacement by President Marcos of
Central Bank Governor Gregorio Licaros, in favor of
Jaime Laya. Amid the cry of protests from CB officials
and employees, Licaros was unceremoniously eased out of
his position on January 15, 1981. “Many say that it was
IMF pressure”, says Amargo, “but I am more inclined to
believe that it had got to do with our gold.”
To Filipino consumers, Licaros was some sort of a
demigod who built several vital structures such as the CB
building, the PICC complex and the DBP building, all of
which are monuments to his foresight and vision. Licaros
was a true statesman, who saw to it that the welfare of
Filipinos always came first and foremost. “Gifted with an
executive ability that is unmatched up to this time, he was
the real consumer hero who did not allow himself to be a
puppet,” adds Amargo.
Licaros openly opposed World Bank-IMF impositions.
During the oil crisis in the 1970s, he was pressured to sell
our gold reserves to finance the importation of crude oil.
Instead, Licaros chose to deposit our gold abroad, in case
the credit of the Philippine Government was placed in
serious doubt. “Our deposits of gold abroad served as an
umbrella so that when IMF-World Bank conditionalities
and impositions were not palatable, Governor Licaros ran
to these banks where our gold was deposited for help.
Such a strong psychologically planned buffer held us in
good stead in the Licaros years,” Amargo explains.
Note: This was the reason why the late President
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will certainly blow the lid off a situation that is hidden
from the public eye.” Maybe so. But the question
remains unanswered: Where is our gold?
Since the early ’80s, the Trilateral Commission had
exerted exceptional pressure on the late President
Ferdinand Marcos into finally concurring to convert our
Central Bank into a Central Monetary Authority. This
would have been another masterpiece by the international
banking Mafia to specifically gain full control over the
Marcos gold scattered in different banks worldwide,
particularly in the U.S. However, the wily Marcos
immediately discerned and quietly detected the ulterior
motives of the globalists. He instead made his snappy
move to protect the Central Bank by making the good
Governor Licaros become the convenient fall-guy to effect
the conversion process.
The Trilateral Commission attempted to repeat the
same modus operandi with the Ramos Administration and
they almost succeeded. Upon personally learning about
the treacherous scheme, I immediately contacted the office
of the Presidential Commission on Good Government
(PCGG), headed by Chairman Magtanggol Gunigundo,
and the office of the National Security Adviser, Jose
Almonte. At that time, I still did not know these
gentlemen that well but, out of a strong sense of duty, I
knew I had no other recourse. Even my most basic
instincts led me to decide immediately to inform them
about what I personally uncovered to be the factual
reasons behind the banking Mafia’s move to convert our
Central Bank into a Central Monetary Authority, to be
controlled by private bankers. The reason behind the rush
move to create the CMA was to gain full control over the
Marcos gold with the Central Bank’s imprimatur.
Through the conversion, the global bankers would
ultimately own the FM gold (with CB seals). It was but
a dream turned into another nightmare for a while for
these bankers.
They can never touch the Marcos gold kept in their
banks because the CB seal markings make them the
property of the Republic of the Philippines, while every
movement of the gold is carefully monitored by
international exchanges like the London Metal Exchange.
Unbelievable as it may seem, a friendly foreign
intelligence officer claims that the reason behind President
John F. Kennedy’s assassination was the late American
President’s insistence to convert the Federal Reserve Bank
of America into a Central Bank entirely controlled by the
U.S. Government. This reportedly caught the ire of
Corporate America, which controls the U.S. banking
system through the Federal Reserve Bank.
The American situation was the reverse of the Marcos
situation, but with still the same fixation—gold control.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 17]
I would like to close this part, please, so that we don’t
lose so much to computer interruptions as might happen in
readjustment of furniture and tables in the room.
I find it quite amusing that you people miss the most
obvious of all things happening in your world around you.
Let us look at the price of oil and the big BLAME toward
OPEC. Well, that might be interesting if it were not true
that the major holders of oil might well be production from
distant oil fields—but the biggest “getters” of the wealth
of that oil are those such as Bush, The Queen of England,
etc. DO YOU ACTUALLY FORGET THAT THESE
OPEC MEMBERS ARE ALSO MADE UP OF THESE
COUNTRIES—WITH A MAJOR PART OF IT BEING
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!?! Ah, indeed,
my dears: WAKE UP THINE SLEEPY EYES.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
dharma
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Serve Wherever Your
Service Is Most Useful
4/14/00—#1 (13-242)
GOD, COUNTRY, AND WHAT'S GOING ON?
Hatonn—How do we count the ways of life and
living?
This is an early writing in which I hope to make
my own self as clear as possible.
And, if you hope for more, CREATE more! Do
what you can NOW with what you NOW have.
We, you or me, walk a brief while in what is
recognized as a visible, sensing realization made
manifest by ourselves—within OUR OWN
INDIVIDUAL CREATION. YOU are IN YOUR
DREAM, YOUR VISION, YOUR CREATION! And
how wondrous it is when our dreams as individuals find
placement within the dreams of others for whom we
care greatly and deeply. Although those “extras” on the
set of life itself have purpose, we have, often, no real
consciousness of same. We find that “memories” are
NEVER gone and yet mostly unremembered, for
whatever reason the mind has for placing things into
categories of recognized time and space evaluations.
To Wally Gentleman, who is one of my most elder
friends from so long ago in your quantum recognition
of space and time that it is useless to consider that
which relates to any other than him and me in this
particular focus:
I recognize Wally as serving one of the very most
fundamental purposes for our ongoing realization as any
man who has walked your Earth in this time of
evolvement. We are all interconnected to the extent that
without one of our pieces, we are at great disadvantage
for positive conclusion of any segment of our journey,
and sometimes, Wally, it is simply asking the correct
question that allows man to see and finally KNOW
what this illusion of experiencing living is all about—
and the fragmented snippets that manifest in what is
called “experience”.
What is GOD? Ah, the question asked by even
those who know very well WHAT IS GOD. But until
it can be expressed in a way in which comprehension
AND realization can relate, it has little meaning other
than as a concept but without much reality.
God is that which is the POTENTIAL, 100%, OF
THAT WHICH IS YOU. YOU are the representation
of that which IS CREATOR. Do you reflect well that
which is God experiencing? Does this God have a
name so that you don’t have to say “Hey, you there...”?
For what purpose is either God or you? AND, WHAT
IS THAT LINEAR “ENDING” CALLED DEATH?
In reverse: THERE IS NO DEATH; there is only
a refreshing of all that IS into an even greater potential
than that which you have yet pulled into your being.
And to example in parable, perhaps also applicable to
Wally, we will speak of producers and directors of
visual messages, who put to recording devices of some
kind or other—the teaching through visual perception.
This is the most intense form of the learning process,

for the vision imprinted will always be present in any
energy space or dimension in which soul finds itself.
Realization is that which is “recognized” in some form
of “consciousness”, even if the registering of same is
less than fully conscious—as in picking up a book and
actually seeing the words or pictures. But let me assure
you that you have no way to simply look at a picture,
for only the MIND sees the vision and that vision will
be as varied as are the number of minds viewing it.
Then comes the real clincher to this perception:
When you then witness, with your eyes, the “real
thing”—as in a great and well recognized landmark
such as Mt. Fuji—what do you really SEE: the vision,
the picture or the thing itself? Now, think carefully:
DOES IT MATTER? WHY? WILL YOUR
VIEWING CHANGE “IT”?
WILL YOUR
REALIZATION CHANGE YOU? ALL OF THESE
THINGS ARE, OF COURSE, YES INDEED, FOR
“CHANGE” IS ALL THERE IS IN THIS ONGOING
MOTION PICTURE OF VISUAL “MOVEMENT”—
WITHOUT ANY MOVEMENT AT ALL OTHER
THAN THE ENERGY PULSE-FREQUENCY AND
COLOR OF LIGHT FLOWING FROM SOURCE.
Therefore, do you view the mountain or the
filmstrip? Do you see the mountain in your mind or
with your eyes viewing the mountain on location, the
film with likeness, or can you, sitting wherever you are
at this moment OTHER THAN AT MT. FUJI, see it?
THAT IS REALITY. The mountain itself may well
come and go, melt or blow—but that which is within
the mind is what IS.
So, what is MIND? MIND IS GOD CREATOR,
by whatever definition you might wish to call what you
consider BIGGER, HIGHER, GREATER—THAN
SELF! God is not bigger, higher OR greater than self.
For, as a reflection of the Energy being of God, YOU
are all there is in the oneness of REALITY. Your
visions are but reflections within your own self, which
is a collage of everything in your life, which is, like it
or not, only in the NOW of the moment at hand.
Therefore, whether YOU be two years of age or 102
years of age, there is no difference—EXCEPT IN
REALIZATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS.
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO
REMEMBER AS YOU NEAR AN AGE WHERE
YOU “EXPECT” TO BEGIN TO FAIL IN HUMAN
PHYSICAL TERMS OF RECOGNITION: YOU
ARE ONLY IN THE PROCESSING OF THAT
WHICH IS YET TO COME. JUST AS A
CATERPILLAR MUST EXPERIENCE THE
CHANGE OF ITSELF TO BECOME THE
BUTTERFLY—WHICH IS ALSO BUT A BRIEF
FEW MOMENTS OF EXPERIENCING—SO, TOO,
MUST THERE BE THAT WHICH ALLOWS FOR
THE TAKING PLACE OF THESE TRANSITIONS.
MAN, FOR INSTANCE, FOR THE MOST PART,
CANNOT REALIZE THAT CHANGE IS WITHIN
HIS INSTANT GRASP AS TO DIMENSIONAL
EXPERIENCE. YOU, FOR INSTANCE, WANT
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THE UNSEEN REALITY TO BECOME THE
LESSER BEING, SO THAT YOU MIGHT
EXPERIENCE “IT” IN YOUR NARROW REALITY
OF “SENSING” IN SOME PHYSICAL SLOWDOWN OF RECOGNITION.
If this were all there is, how would anything be
accomplished? Do not the greatest of all creators of
art, of music, of living, recognize INSPIRATION?
Without the experiences, THERE IS NO
INSPIRATION OR CREATION!
Can Wally Gentleman cause to be made a sublime
motion picture? Of course, but from where must Wally
Gentleman view his task of full disclosure in TRUTH,
full impact of allowance for others to accept his vision
of wonder and HOPE? Where do you go for your own
INSPIRATION? Wally, where do you go when you
wish to confer with me, for instance? You are seeking
that higher insight and realization which allows you to
present that which, in fact, is inspired manifestation.
So, from WHERE might the most INSPIRATION of,
say, Wally Gentleman flow? And then comes the
ultimate question: “If I, Wally, have been unable to
physically make the picture, let’s call it Sipapu, then
have I failed or succeeded thus far?”
YOU HAVE BUT LIVED THAT PART OF
EXPERIENCE WHICH IS MANDATED TO
UNDERSTAND THE NEED FOR THE
INSPIRATION-SHARING IN YOUR GROWING TO
ALLOW FOR THE EXPRESSION, SO THAT
THERE IS UNDERSTANDING WHEN THE
PICTURE IS VISUALLY REAL, TO CONCLUDE
THE MESSAGE ALWAYS JUST A STEP AHEAD.
Already the vision of Sipapu, as is laid to paper, is
NOT “THE” MESSAGE FIRST PERCEIVED. Ah,
far greater is the purpose, potential and intent—but
it can ONLY be birthed in the MIND. There comes
to be no need for physical eyes, ears or, frankly,
human imperfection of physical limitation.
I can speak with Wally, for we understand one
another in this journey into reality from the incredible
illusions foisted off from the minds of Man in his
enslavement by himself. If Wally moved on and left the
limitation of the physical expression THIS MINUTE,
he would make a far more impressive picture in
perfection, for he would then KNOW the lack of
limitation and he could present, then, THROUGH
INSPIRATION, the very perfect presentation of HIS
VISUALIZATION, WHILE CREATING IN THAT
CRITICAL SHARING THE VERY APPARATUS
NECESSARY TO PRESENT WHATEVER HE
CHOOSES TO PRESENT.
Ah, it is the recognition and legacy which man
individual wishes to leave in the course of adventuring
along the way of experiencing. Wally will leave a
legacy beyond the touch of MAN but will be given the
honor and recognition of far greater recognition than
ever could be captured in the physical form in such a
limited arena. And, best yet, in that different
presentation Wally can CHOOSE his student to bring
the vision to LIFE, LITERALLY! Do you want a
visual teaser of what life COULD be or do you wish to
CREATE REALITY?
Ah, the opening up of
realization is a wondrous journey—for the mind, the
energy OR THAT WHICH IS SOUL is “forever” and
it is forever growing, teaching and BEING.
Wally understands far better than others in the
limitation of moving about, for he understands the
massive impact of visual expression—IN THE
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MIND—as to reception on another. He can be or
present Socrates as well as Sitting Bull and, within the
moments of expression, they are far more “real” than
what might have been the manifest “thing”.
So, what about that “passage” problem? There is
no problem; there is only this moment and this moment.
FREEDOM of attachment comes in a split instant of a
pulse-wave, so quickly accomplished as to have no
sense of the reality of the instant itself. Then, wow,
what a release for that which has been bound in the
human limitations.
Then you move on to accomplish that which is your
purpose and, as with Wally individual, there is such higher
consciousness as to allow for the very progression desired
and that ability to TOUCH someone who will hear and do
that which you can now realize is far greater.
There is unlimited need for “being” in any perception
of presentation and that is WHY there is such diversity in
choices.
So, when we find, such as with Nora, one who
actually asked permission to make passage—it is not
really asking, except that the response may well help
others; it is for the purpose of discussing the journey itself
and where might “I, in my limitations, be the most useful
and creative—“Where can I best continue my service,
Sir?” My own response would be and is: Wherever
YOU KNOW YOUR SERVICE IS MOST USEFUL. A
marathon runner with no legs cannot fulfill his potential
longer in a human environment as a marathon runner—
without great change, indeed, and there is no need to
endure such transition when you can simply become
AGAIN that which mind demands.
Do you not SEE that YOU ARE, IF YOU CHOOSE
LIMITATION IN RECOGNITION, “MY” HANDS
AND FEET IN THE CONSCIOUSNESS PERCEPTION
OF ALL THAT IS PHYSICALLY BOUND? COULD I
DO THE TASK WITHOUT YOU? NO, BECAUSE I
HAVE “CHOSEN” TO DO IT THIS WAY—JUST AS
WALLY MIGHT CHOOSE TO SHOOT A PICTURE
IN ANY NUMBER OF WAYS WITH ANY NUMBER
OF DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES AND CAMERAS.
“WE”, YOU AND ME, HAVE BROUGHT TO
CREATIVE REALITY THAT PLAY ON THE STAGE
OF OUR CHOICE AND HERE WE ARE IN THE
NOW. Some of the players have moved aside and off our
stage. Some wait to return for the next act. Many just
couldn’t learn their parts in the greater idea of the play
itself but made their contribution, which becomes the
positive WHOLE of the production itself.
Let us put it into perspective in a way better received
than dealing with the WHOLE. Let us say that you are
making a picture and all is in readiness except the funding.
WHERE IS “YOUR” FOCUS? Are you seeking for
funds to salve the world’s problems or is YOUR focus on
getting that which is necessary to get the movie off the
start line?
You can only work in increments of sequence. Your
overall goal may be to “save the world”, but your
immediate need is to get funding. So, you have potential,
as others are off seeking funding for whatever reason. Is
YOUR need satisfied when there is enough to keep your
project moving? Is theirs, who must consider the whole of
the list of the projects? In your case, yes, but in their
case, no.
“Success”, therefore, is at any perceived point of
recognition of accomplishment! And, sorry BUT—some
things can ONLY be accomplished in what any individual
would consider “perfection” from another dimensional
viewpoint. I mention this, for you will find Wally
Gentleman, for instance, to be a very mild-mannered and

agreeable social being. When the responsibility in
presentation is accepted and the play begun, he becomes
the perfectionist most would wish to kill on sight, for less
than the very best is not enough. He may well never drop
his good manners, but you will most certainly KNOW if
you have botched something of importance. And, does he
have to be standing there breathing down the necks of the
cameraman? No, he merely needs to get the very best for
the task at hand. And, furthermore, he can find them from
my vantage point, overlooking the selection. The choice
is actually with the individual still in the physical arena,
who has chosen to be that “perfect” ONE to fill a role or
do a creative masterpiece.
Most people are destined to be less than they can
be because they never quite see that they ARE
ALREADY PERFECTION. You must grow into
realization and remembering your qualifications in the
chaos of experiencing—however, that is not the metal
of which you are fashioned in REALITY. People wait
for others to choose what they will be and what role
they will be “given”, instead of stepping out there and
BECOMING that which is desired.
I will say to such as Wally, in his human position, as
all pressures come in responsible recognition of that which
impacts others along any experience—i.e., children,
spouses and any other being left behind—let us clear up
a thing or two while there is consciousness for the
participants; it will be fine and to make further recognition
of peace of mind, let us discuss some things.
Wally Gentleman has served well and held the vision
for many who would have “tossed” the very idea of “our”
dreams. And that which would have been available as a
physical return or reward for the job, as projected, shall be
rewarded to those in Wally’s life-stream that would now
take focus as choices of residence are considered.
I keep my commitments and I choose my team
leadership in such testing by fire, so that I KNOW that
they will attend my wishes and commitments as they
evolve and hold selves responsible for these very
commitments and responsibilities. They have proven
beyond an Earth shadow that they will pursue without
stopping and will stand strong in right and responsibility.
Each does, however, have to understand that each
individual remaining behind in the physical place must be
allowed choices of their own. The one MOVING ON can
consider his/her own wishes but the ultimate realization
must rest with the individual in point. For example: If the
child refuses that which the father leaves, it is the child
who will be considered in the “having”, for a gift cannot
be unless it is also accepted, and here we are not talking
about an insurance policy payoff; we are talking about
reward for a “man’s” service. In Wally’s specific case:
Margaret shall have made available that which she needs
in respect and honor for Wally’s ongoing provision and
legacy. And, furthermore, we shall build a school in
which opportunity for learning and experiencing in
Wally’s vision shall come to be—with a Foundation for
that purpose, whereat his MEMORY shall be honored
upon this land where his passage would make its most
notable mark.
Can we do this? Yes! Why? How? Because I also
have a team who will not leave my service until the
wherewithal is made available.
Again, for Wally, I bring another recognition to his
attention. In years past, Wally brought to “Ekkers’”
attention a wondrous person by the name of “Naessens”.
I do not wish to take time or focus too greatly on this topic
at this time, but his Diachromic Condenser will change the
very concept of microscopes and present the actual ability
to move with light within cells.
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Now, for a rather strange, perhaps, interesting thing.
There will be great connection made with a young man in
New Zealand to realize his own dreams for contribution in
HEALING, for he has, through misery and wonder, stayed
the course. Naessens has provided the “way”, through his
relentless focus on his chosen task and purpose. And, yes,
all these things require funds and freedom in order to
allow evolvement. Therefore, someone has to stay the
course and produce those commodities. Will my team
succeed in doing that portion of this ongoing experience?
YES, INDEED. But they will NOT do it through
demand, nagging or out of proper sequence, for I shall see
to it. Within God, you DO have to get your merit badges
the old fashioned way: YOU HAVE TO EARN THEM.
A wondrous thing happens when you come into higher
realization and that is that you are “god” of your
expression. Are you a worthy GOD or just a haphazard
negative-producing god?
DO YOU CREATE
WONDROUS AND POSITIVE GOODLY FREEDOM
AND PROSPERITY FROM YOUR OWN
UNBENDING INTEGRITY—or do you steal from
another to grab what you can for self? Oh, indeed, yes,
it DOES make a very large difference. Eternal life has
extraordinary MEANING in REALITY. You will not
find change even recognized in that moment of
transition but you will have all that came before upon
which to write your next “acts” in your ongoing plays.
What will YOURS be? Will you have glorious joy in
realization—or shame, as you have allowed ego to
stunt your growth and potential?
You who actually serve the adversary will find selves
at great DISadvantage, for reality hits that fan in that
transition into and within the sequential movement along
the linear trail. And no, stop thinking that your linear
movement stops with some transitional “death” of some
physical cells. The perception of LINEAR movement does
not stop; the only change will be in form and realization
of greater freedom, without some of the limitations
accepted in the physical format. You didn’t have to accept
them—but you needed to have them.
Man desires something so much greater than
himself to attend to his confusion and sort it. No such
thing exists—that is a lie in which you have wallowed
quite long enough. There is no “rapture” where
another does it for you, saves you, feeds you, shelters
you or gives you absolution. ONLY YOU CAN GIVE
“YOU” ABSOLUTION, SANCTION, BLESSINGS
OR EVEN A RIDE. Even an eagle must fly and soar
with feathered wings.
YOU HAVE NO
LIMITATION—EXCEPT THAT WHICH YOU
PRONOUNCE ON SELF. The only problem is that
you don’t know—or have forgotten—how to get that
physical and bothersome housing of yours off the
ground, even while the energy soul is out front pulling
as hard as it can. This is why MAN is so easily
ENSLAVED, for he refuses to see beyond into the
glory of his potential.
Is Wally LESS “real” in Los Angeles or in Toronto?
Is he less “real” as a voice on a telephone line? Come on,
students, REALITY “IS” and all your conjured illusions
are exactly THAT—illusion created by YOU, for YOUR
use, through YOU and OF YOU. This is WHY no
OTHER being can interpret YOUR DREAMS! They are
ONLY “yours”. Only YOU can know why you dreamed
them and what they represent. You are the producer, the
director AND THE AUDIENCE. Don’t, for instance, ask
me what means your dream—TELL ME WHAT YOUR
DREAM MEANS TO YOU—FOR IT IS “YOURS”,
NOT OF ME. I may well pass within your mind or your
dream—but only because YOU have invited my presence.
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AND BE VERY CAREFUL AS TO WHAT YOU
ATTRIBUTE TO ME, FOR A BLUNDER IN
PRESENTATION MAKES YOU LOOK VERY
FOOLISH, INDEED, WHEN YOU PRONOUNCE
YOUR PERCEPTIONS UPON ME AS SOURCE.
And to you who continue to pronounce “receivings”
AS BEING FROM ME to my scribe—as in discipline or
some kind of “inability” for me to reach through to
her—you obviously have not yet come within any
CONCEPT of these connections. Not even as a
physical, earthly, stupid “boss” would I approach
anything or anyone in such manner as you project. And
you who do these things and continue on your path of
foolishness only bring harmful sham and shame upon
selves for, in truth, your projections CANNOT BE.
Some speak of “voices”. No, I am not a “voice” as
such and I don’t rattle around in the brain cells. When
you put these highest of exchanges on the level of gossip
mongering, you have erred greatly and negate everything
which came before. Why do you children continue to
pretend such nonsense? You want to live in your narrow
little worlds? Fine, but you know what? Those who
have grown and outgrown your narrow little selfpresentations will no longer wait for you to consider and
“catch up” with the REAL GAME IN TOWN.
Doris, by the way, might well get “tired”—
DHARMA is tireless! KNOW the difference, you who
want to stop her with your projections of “exhaustion”—
as pronounced upon her by such as Ed Young and Norey
Latona, Suzy or Gail Irwin and Rick Martin. DHARMA
IS WITHOUT ABILITY TO BE “TIRED” AND
MUCH THE LESS “EXHAUSTED”. When you
confuse the TWO, you have really proven your lack of
comprehension of much of anything except the tangled
webs of limited input you accept. And I suggest you
STOP using me as your resource and source—for I
WOULD NEVER ACT IN SUCH MANNER AS YOU
FOOLISH CHILDREN PRESENT. HUMAN GETS
TIRED, SOUL ONLY BECOMES ENERGIZED
THROUGH THE INPUT OF POSITIVE FLOW.
Wally may not “see” well, as through his eyes, but
there is only a sharpening awareness of VISION in that
very dimming of the stage lights. I MUST HAVE A MAN
WHO HAS VISION—NOT A ROBOT WHO HAS EYES,
FOR A CAMERA CAN ONLY PROJECT THAT WHICH
A MAN SEES—THINK ABOUT IT. And that series of
expressions on film can only project that which a director
presents for photographing. LIFE IS BUT A MOTION
PICTURE, CHELAS, AND LIFE IS THAT WHICH YOU
PRESENT TO THE PRESENTATION.
I hope I have responded to some of the thoughts of my
beloved friend, Wally Gentleman, who actually spends so
much time with me already as to be a great laugh in the
near encounter. This is far from a “mystical” expression
and, actually, when understood and experienced, is not even
longer a “mystery”. It is simply an unfolding of that which
IS. The more wonderful thing is that in confronting
possibilities and recognitions prior to making the changes,
the experience of freedom is, indeed, a miracle of wonder!
And, chelas, you may well refer to me as the “Old
Man”, or Dad or whatever you choose—BUT I AM NO
OLDER THAN THEE! Ponder it.
Salu, and may you make your days each a creative
miracle in realization. And, if you want some “things”—
go make it happen, please, and stop your nagging.
Love and obviously in more faith in you—than you
hold,
I AM, Hatonn/Aton
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
By Doris Ekker, 4/6/00
OK, so perfection truly is of the soul. We have been
at least 5 days off in our “Yr. 13 counting”. I will try to
figure it out from the 17th of Aug. backwards—one of
these days. Karen used to give me a calendar that counted
for me. And we think there is no possibility of people
“making mistakes” about souls, life, mind, etc? We can’t
even count a sequence of 365 days it seems. Worse, I
never really got “leap-year”, either, because it just doesn’t
add up!
I note that we have been told, warned really, that “A
negative thought travels just as far as a positive thought—
but disrupts and confuses, in damage of negative input,
everything it touches.” Hummnn, I bet a man on death
row wouldn’t have such errors in his counting. And
THAT brings a more important thought: Aren’t we ALL
on “death row”? So, we are five days closer to execution
day? Wow, and geeze, where is your forgiveness? What
could we have done with those five days that we didn’t
do—and when did we not do it? Or is it now, “Oh
well...”? What really scares me, friends, is that nobody
caught it!!! As I try to roughly catch the error, I find that
somewhere in there about March, I was off by nine days.
Is this like life, or what? Never mind, it seems to be April
6th this morning in Manila and sometime on the 5th around
the U.S., and who knows what it is elsewhere—OR
WHAT TIME. Somebody give me a count, please—the
year 14 starts with day one on Aug. 17th.
“When you break an oath with the Devil, he just kills you
physically. If you break an oath to God, He just gives you a
soul and makes you live with your errors.”—Commander
So, I will never mind the “days”, for we are also told,
“The only hope now for ‘saving’ (reclaiming) this civilization
is by restoring a system of ethics which will rebuild character,
honor, dignity and righteousness into the human race.” And,
in addition to this fact, we have to consider that it takes more
to hold the line for God than any other task in the universe—
and all the while we are choosing to have God be WHAT WE
PERCEIVE WE WANT HIM TO BE.
As we struggle to find the proper way to express our
intentions and reasons for our ongoing interactions, we are
constantly asked “why?”. We are also looked at quite
suspiciously as to our truthful intent—for few can actually
believe God would REALLY do anything like this for “them”.
So, what happens? Most fiddle and manipulate and twist
whatever it might be to fit their perceptions, training, wishes
and trickeries—to go right on in the foolish and devastating
ways of fabricated (and that which won’t work and you told
them so) sailing over the “speed bumps”, WHICH DO NOT
SLOW THE DEMISE OF A PLAN—BUT STOP IT DEAD
IN ITS TRACKS. Everybody TOUTS GOD, nobody believes
in IT, HIM, HER—WHATEVER.
So:
Our agreements, which will be honored by the Treasury,
FED, IMF—you name it—are exactly what we have presented.
The world economies are so unbalanced that they have already
collapsed but nobody seems to ever get the facts. If you don’t
have anything, how can you pay, give, get or shove around
anything?
With that in mind, people go right on out there and
present the wrong thing and then come back and ask what
went wrong? Doing the wrong thing is what went—goes, and
will go—WRONG.
But the real answer to the inquiries pouring upon us about

why we would work so hard for sharing and giving is that
THIS IS THE PLACE WE HAVE TO LIVE ALSO—IF WE
CAN GET ENOUGH OXYGEN TO JUST MAKE IT
THROUGH ONE MORE DAY. We start stopping this
insanity now or we certainly can’t look forward to much “fun”
out of the struggle for life.
We are in this together, people: the good, the bad, the
ugly and those who set themselves aside as “the beautiful and
special people”.
I am caused to go through Rustan’s department store
when we go to the market—right through the most wondrous
smelling perfume garden of all time—the floor where every
EXPENSIVE scent is sold. AND WE LAUGH EVERY
TIME. The more expensive the perfume, the more tiny the
bottles. And, of course, for advertising the brand names, there
are the BIG containers representing the most beautiful of the
“designer” brands.
Now, everyone knows that perfume—ESPECIALLY THE
EXPENSIVE PERFUMES—are in containers that are small
and that large containers at best would only LOSE quality.
Now, with that in mind, here is what is said about Imelda
Marcos, who is noted for EXPENSIVE habits and gobs of
EXPENSIVE (the most) perfumes and jewelry: It is said that
“she had dozens of those gallon-sized containers of her favorite
perfumes” purchased and around her bath(s), etc. Why, there
were “dozens” (or more, depending on who never saw
anything but is telling the tale) left when they “ran” (they were
KIDNAPPED by the CIA/Mossad) FROM MANILA.
Doesn’t it scare anybody that such stories actually get printed
in international news as some kind of fact—when any IDIOT
who stops to consider even the most fundamental FACTS
would not be so stupid? Reminds you of the “Holocaust”,
doesn’t it—where NOW THE GAME IS TO GET THE
REST OF THE WORLD’S GOLD STORES UNDER THE
LIE OF RESTITUTION PAYMENTS FOR SOME
DREAMED-OF WRONG. SLAVE “LABOR”? WHAT
ELSE KIND OF LABOR IS THERE? SOME OF US
CLAIM FREEDOM—BUT “NOTICE, PLEASE”, WE
DON’T SEEM TO GET PAID FOR IT (!), DO WE?
CORT CHRISTIE AND
NEVADA CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
We are delighted to hear rumors that Cort won the battle
with the assaulters over nominee regulations in the State of
Nevada. Perhaps there is hope in the world, after all. I just
hope that Cort realizes that his “good friends”—Young, Irwin,
Martin (Cortright) and Spectrum, ET AL.—TURNED HIM IN
AND GOT HIM INTO THE MESS IN THE FIRST PLACE.
But, now, let us see what they do to rectify the damage and
pain to such as David O’B and Ron K.—and such as the
Phoenix Institute and every other corporation which utilized
services for privacy and convenience to cover the nonoperational period of startup time. When will the people take
a stand, legally, against these criminals in practice? They have
practiced long enough to have become good at crime,
supposedly, but this is one more failure for their little
miserable troopers.
THIS CASE SHOULD BE WRITTEN UP AND
ENTERED INTO EVERY LEGAL DOCUMENT POSSIBLE
IN THE UNITED STATES, NEVADA AND CERTAINLY
IN THE LEGAL HOGWASH OF “ANONYMOUS”
TURNER-INNERS.
I hope this is not just a rumor and, if not, we will do
everything to make it known through the press and through our
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own contacts with business people: Our hearts and sincere
appreciation go out to Cort for seeing this miserable thing
through and hiring good counsel to see to the JUST
CARRIAGE OF JUSTICE AND RIGHT. Now, if you get the
“cause” of the problem and rectify it publicly, you will be
amazed at how much you gain. YOU, CORT AND JEN,
WERE WRONGED, AND YOU CHOSE TO LET THE
MOMENT “GETCHA” AS THE MISFITS PULLED AND
PUSHED AT YOU, AND A LOT OF PEOPLE HAVE
GOTTEN HURT—AND NOT JUST WITHIN OUR LITTLE
CIRCLE OF ACQUAINTANCES.
Usually, we find that most things that “feel good” really
don’t “feel very good” for much longer than the moment of
encounter. AND EVIL MUST NOT LONGER PREVAIL—
and THAT is what we are about. We are not here to further
the WRONG ACTIONS—WE MUST GATHER WITH
THOSE WHO WISH, CAN AND WILL CHANGE TO
APPROPRIATE, BALANCED AND WELLFOUNDATIONED GROWTH. IT HAS TO START
SOMEWHERE AND, THEREFORE, IT MUST START
WITH “ME”, AS THE OLD SAYING GOES.

mire, our support teams somehow manage to get one more
paper out—one more day, week, year is covered—and when
we consider the things GAINED through the perceived
LOSSES, it is also a realization of the lessening of the constant
botheration of the details of living that have been removed.
This is not our choice, mind you, but it is somehow easier to
have some things taken out of our hands by that which others
do in intent to harass and damage. And yes, there are a whole
big incredible bunch of us who are going to sit together one
day and look out over the big universal casino in the sky! And
yes, indeed, we will still be around to share that. What form
or shape? BETTER!
We are happy to note that, as we are told, it appears that
one of the illegal Internet sites now bears a warning of
“FORBIDDEN” TO ACCESS. It is NOT AMONG THE
DAMAGING OR TRULY AND REALLY UNLAWFUL
SITES. IT IS NOT A CLOSURE OF A SITE THAT
OFFERS WHOLESALE BOOKS OF GREAT AUTHORS
FOR DOWNLOADING OR RIP-OFF TO FEED THE
GEORGE GREENS OF THE WORLD, IN COLLUSION
AND ADVERTISING OF THE SPECTRUM CRIMINALS.
And no, I kid you not, readers—we have it in hard, cold
print where Dr. Young and Mr. Martin advertise where books
they tout are on download-it-free sites. Then there is a
suggestion that the books themselves can be gotten from
George Green and a petition to buy the books to “help Green
who has given years of his life to help the world... and needs
the support”.
One of Green’s operations, by the way, is GLOBAL
INSIGHTS, and has been for several years, after going for
bankruptcy of America West Publishers to keep from paying
his debts and in an effort to hold onto the gold he stole from
the Institute and Dave Overton. Is that not some kind of
“alter-ego” or something—where you just “shape-shift” from
one crooked game to another? It is noted, however, that he
still advertises as source for Dr. Coleman’s “300” book and
probably even more and he can’t get away from that, as
America West Publishers first did the deed AT THE
EXPENSE OF THE INSTITUTE and, later, Dr. Coleman
himself. George just offers it for the downloading, as well. He
also has other sites, where others offer Stich’s writings, all the
Journals, banned and otherwise, Mark and Cathy’s TranceFormation book, Immaculate Deception and you name it—as
in all the UFO books—not to even mention the three books he
now advertises as to have written “himself” on “Truth”,
“Love” and extra-terrestrials, as obtained through the work and
property of Billy Meier and every other “truthbringer” from
whom he could beg, borrow and steal.
I suppose Mr. Green thinks that nobody who counts
knows his hangouts but you can find his operation about 5-10
miles north of Coeur d’Alene, in Hayden, IDAHO. And we
are in Manila, Philippines, so it wouldn’t seem as difficult for
you in the States to pin this man down to his misdeeds—he is
in full working joint-venture with your beloved Spectrum
groupie cult.
One of the most wondrous things for “our side” is that it
is now touted by Green’s attorneys in Nevada that they have
all this new information and have also appealed for a fourth
time to the Nevada Supreme Court on a case thrown out the
prior three times. Oh, good, we will now find out exactly and
specifically WHO STOLE THE RECORDS AND FILES.
They plan to cast the blame on Kathy and Karen, who had total
office and home access. Fine, this is what we have been
waiting for—for the guilty thieves to hang themselves. Too
bad that damage has to be heaped on such wonderful people
as Millers.
These dudniks have already testified over and over again,
and what are they going to do now? If the story is different,
did they perjure themselves THEN or NOW? AND IF THEY
HAVE DOCUMENTS, AS GREEN CLAIMS,

LITTLE CROW
I would comment here on the WISDOM of Little Crow.
He comes from the “ORAL TRADITION” and this week we
received some papers from Mr. Crow and not a single word
of written or oral wisdom came with them. And suddenly I
knew that the message missing said it all: “The oral tradition
is that wisdom is to keep that ‘oral’ orifice shut when
appropriate and in that manner you do not MIS-SPEAK!”
We each have a JOB and a pathway. We can have input,
help and choose the path. But nobody can do it or walk it—
’cept ourselves.
Most of our friends will remember the day that Little
Crow came to visit and I handed him a “traditional” “talking
stick” that Karen Singer-White had given to me at the prior
Christmas Season. So, I handed it to Little Crow and
proceeded to explain everything about the stick: When you
hold the stick (which is a cow rib with paint and a feather),
you get to TALK. After about five minutes he just smiled and
asked me if I wanted him to “give it back”? Little Crow
speaks when he needs to—TO ME—and I appreciate the
recognition and true trust and confidence in that silence. Does
this keep me “humble”? No, it gives me confirmation that we
are doing the RIGHT thing and when the time is RIGHT, next
steps will be readied for the taking. And, if “I” (we) don’t do
our part, the next bearer of the baton has to walk on one leg—
for we will have deprived him of what he needs to walk on
TWO. GOD WILL NOT FAIL THIS MISSION.
TOGETHER, WE RECLAIM OR WE DON’T, AND WE
HAVE TO “WANT TO” AND “WANT TO DO IT RIGHT”.
It is not really hard to understand—we just don’t want to
understand it, lest we have to respond to the responsibility.
Could we just “have had enough” and stop and walk
away? Yes, but we won’t because there is an army of you
there ready to take the load when we finally get to our “start
line”, for there is no “finish line”. The pathway becomes
easier to comprehend, moreover, when we stop playing in the
LIE and get with the program.
Do I “OWE” anyone else anything? YES! I may well not
be “obligated under the law” but I am RESPONSIBLE under
the commitment accepted. Yet, NO, I do not owe everyone
their right of passage and it has taken me nearly 70 years to
understand that simple fact. Until we get THIS job done,
others are truly stalled from moving forward to the final thrust
with their portion. So, yes, it has hurt EVERYONE (every
last human being) that our “declared enemies” have bogged us
in hate and vengeful acts of criminal proceedings but we do
find that even in the very deepest muck of the swamp-things’
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WHEREFROM DID THEY GET THEM, I.E., WITH ALL
THE RECORDS NOW GONE AND EVEN SOME OF
THEM, WE ARE TOLD, OF THE IMPORTANT VARIETY,
TOTALLY REMOVED FROM THE DRIVES OF THE
COMPUTERS. Well, we haven’t been around and we don’t
know anything about computers to even begin to attempt such
a project—but Norey and Al DO. Both (ALL) had free
access, for months, to all office equipment, files and records.
GOD may well have “mercy” but I wouldn’t count on we
wounded human people.
AND BY THE WAY: THE PROPERTY WHERE ALL
THAT RESIDED IS BEING GUARDED BY “THEIR
TEAM” WHO HAS EVEN LIED, NOW, TO “THEIR
TEAM”. I guess it just takes a while for those circles to
close? God says to clean it up along the way and we shall not
have “denials” from those “delays”. I have to suppose it
required a year or more to catch the thieves and even longer
to assess the damages.
I am also beginning to live in REALITY of the FACT that
IMPERFECTION IS MY HUMAN “RIGHT”. Also, we have
to each realize that no one ELSE is going to go out of their
way to defend us—so we will take whatever defense is
necessary to allow the successful realization of this task at
hand. Then, if there be something we can do in the “personal
zone”, we will do that. We will be able then to have backup
strength, as well. GOD SEEMS REALLY QUITE GOOD
AT TIMELY ASSISTANCE—IF OUR COURSE BE
WORTHY AND OUR INTENT BE HONORABLE.
Well, our course is worthy and our intent is honorable
and, therefore, we can expect that which we need—if we keep
pushing on the wagon.
I am extremely appreciative to McLaughlin for the fax this
morning, which references “Minnesota Indian Affairs Council”
addressing the topic of “Indian Tribal Sovereignty”—the very
first word being ignoble, as in “Indians”. The Native
Americans are NOT “Indians” as would be amply concluded
by the citizens of “India”; therefore—if we can get through that
particular first-line error—perhaps there is some good
information, if we really put our minds to the subject.
Perhaps someone can make sure L. Crow gets a copy of
this which was sent in such a brief form from McLaughlin, so
that LC has explicit recognition of anything to which we might
well refer along this trail of interesting events.
We see NO inability to use our assets in any form of
flexibility which might be considered to be utilized in “Treaty”,
Agreement, international interchange or whatever might be
deemed feasible. We deal in “reserves”, sheltered and covered
in hard collateral. Dollars are based on nothing but I’m sure
that can be rectified just as other nations such as Israel have
rectified that little discrepancy—by asking for payment of debts
IN GOLD as allowed by non-sovereign U.S. citizens or in any
number of other value exchanges. It would likely be a long
while before the Native American Sovereign Nations would
care to use any inconvenient currencies—except perhaps in
their casino exchanges, as in “chips” or whatever tokens might
be called.
And, speaking of such as agreements and treaties: Yes,
indeed, we are most happy to have good business agreements
and contracts at very little cost to the Native American United
States of Tribal Nations. Let’s see, that equals like NAUSTN,
or whatever. Perhaps the only thing we will want is a PLACE
to lay our head as a “citizen” of some kind—or a permanent
working VISA. We are AN ALLIANCE, in ASSOCIATION
with.... So let us not get all tight and drawn, for we are for a
building alliance in good international relationships, trade
agreements, business interchange, religious freedom and the
pursuit of happiness for all. And maybe, just a little plot to lay
our bones when the journey interrupts for time out. You
know, just a little stick in the ground that says “Here lies...
who made an effort to make a difference”. Before which, I
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suppose, we can have a “yard sale” (without the yard, of
course). Good stewardship REALLY DOES toss aside a
whole bunch of problems for mere citizens of human
form. Having NOTHING greatly enhances FREEDOM,
it appears.
When we can lay forth some of our possibilities and
“they” present their needs and possibilities—I am
confident we will arrive, through good council/counsel, a
potentially and truly workable resolution to suit the needs
within all laws and agreements already established. And
perhaps, after all, the whole around-the-world journey
has been to arrive back on our own native-soil
homeland—having done what was necessary to
accomplish THIS VERY CONCLUSION. Jason went
for the Golden Fleece, as I remember, and really didn’t
consider the Cyclops or giants in his pathway. The
problem now becomes all the silly nincompoops who go
for fleecing the sheep, us included. Most often we feel
a bit like NAKED SHEEP—and at our age, it is not a
pleasant picture.
Who are these “Ekkers”? Oh gosh, friends,
NOBODY and EVERYBODY, for we are the ghosts of
Christmas past, present and future—just tripping along
the best we can while learning that, for real, we don’t
know much of anything about almost everything. For
instance, I have a picture here on the calendar that says
the mountain depicted is the “Matterhorn”. Is it? I
don’t know. I’ve never seen the Matterhorn and yes,
indeed, pictures and presenters lie all the time. And
then, consider this: Are there really “Indians” in
Minnesota? Probably and there might even be some
Native Tribal Americans—that weren’t even called
“Americans”, for there was NO AMERICA!
Therefore, who are we fooling other than, on a grand
scale, OURSELVES? There is even a Native American
RESERVATION south of Coeur d’Alene, Idaho by the
same name. Do, I, however, KNOW that to be so? NO.
But I can be pretty confident of something: If George
Green discerns a way to get in there and sell them a bill
of goods, like he sold us—we will know one place to
look for him, along with his Rainbow streamers.
George still is working, he says, to just “get the
word out” and we are left to amazement as to what that
“word” might be! He presents others’ words, gets their
gold and steals it and then cries “foul” when caught with
his hands in the gold-pot. The Spectrum friends of
“Get-The-Word-Out” drag right along with him in his
miscreant ways. You see, we didn’t realize there was an
entity by the name of “Get-The-Word-Out”—you really
have to watch that old gent, Mr. Adversary, he is a really
nifty and shrewd advocate of “change the name” to
protect the guilty. Let me apologize to all of you for
taking so long “to understand”. I put poor “2 X ¼” to
shame, it appears. Now that I better understand, perhaps
things will move more rapidly for all of us who have
chosen to form this team in purpose fulfillment.
Thanks for the visit and feel free to discard what you
wish.
Love and sincerest efforts to get a bit smarter
through these never-lessening loads of lessons,
Doris and E.J. (It has been 32 long years of his putting
up with me, and you can add 5 years to the anniversary for
recognition of a joint mission. We didn’t remember—
AGAIN—until he wrote the date on the e-mail yesterday.
Oh, well, it took 30 of those years to come to an agreement
on the date itself for celebration. LIFE is a celebration—
bindings are but counters. What a walk through the myriad
of years in Fantasia this has been! Reality can’t be much
more interesting—CAN IT?)
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The News Desk
By John Ray
CAST YOUR SILVER AND GOLD
TO THE STREETS!
Intelligence Digest, 3/31/00
…I had been at the computer for 12 hours last night
trying to figure out how they were going to introduce a
global currency. It seemed the current articles floating
throughout the Christian circles weren’t adequate in terms
of introduction. So my search led me to find that countries
such as Switzerland and Britain have been selling off their
gold reserves and investing into the Internet. Curious—
how the standard since civilization began could shift so
quickly and recklessly into cyberspace. Suddenly it
dawned on me that the flickering screen at which I was
staring turned out to be the answer all along. It is truly
terrifying how well orchestrated the New World regime
is...
…A report by the Electronic Telegraph states that in
the near future, money as we know it—as governmentissued coins and paper currency—will be replaced with an
electronic currency issued by private corporations on the
Internet...
…In this utopian electronic economy, e-currency will
flow freely around the world; it will be accepted
everywhere; there will be no exchange fees or currency
fluctuations. The plan appears to be well drawn out this
very day.
“It’s difficult to put a time frame to it, but it’s likely
that we won’t be using the ‘dollar, pound or the euro’,”
says Ian Pearson, a BT futurologist. “It won’t happen
overnight and it will be an evolutionary change but in my
view, it’s inevitable. The pound, dollar and the euro will
become quaint collectors’ items in the next century.”
The catalyst for this economic revolution is, of course,
the Internet, as well as the emergence of the global market.
Theoretically, more than one e-currency will appear
because consumers will demand it. Says Pearson: “What
consumers want is to be able to use their money on any
site anywhere in the world without incurring exchange
charges and paying commissions. It is likely that a group
of private companies could create such a currency, which
every web-site would accept as a form of money. I doubt
that people will continue to use national currencies when
they can use a world currency.”
The subsequent evolutionary step is harder to imagine, but
far from impossible. Because consumers would be using this
new currency, they would demand to be paid in it. And if that
happens, says Pearson, “…the next stage is to download it on
to a smart card so it could be used for buses and shops and
buying a round in a pub”.
You say this sounds visionary, to say the least, and the
implications of a privately controlled electronic world currency
are colossal. It’s also true, of course, that the demise of bank
notes and coinage and their replacement by cards of one sort
or another has been predicted before, yet we remain attached
to pounds and pence, dollars and cents. The difference now
may be that the technological impetus for the switch is at hand
in the Internet.
If it happens, it’s going to work like this: You, the
consumer, will have an account on the Internet in the new ecurrency. The account will be administered by an issuer; for
the purpose of this example, let’s say you’ve decided to use

Microsoft microns (this is not meant to imply, by the way, that
Microsoft has any intention of launching such a currency).
These have been issued by a consortium of large companies
with, collectively, the assets to back the new currency. There
will be no “hard” version of the microns; they will exist purely
as entries on your personal balance sheet on the Internet. If
you happen to be paid in microns, your employer would
transfer your salary in microns from his own micron account
to yours, electronically, without the need to issue a cheque or
go through a bank. Your micron account would be available
to pay for goods on the Internet—plane tickets, books, CDs,
clothes, whatever—through secure transfers.
But there’s more. Using a mobile phone and a smart-card
attachment, you would be able to access your micron account
and download micron credits from your account to your card.
And what would a micron be worth? Well, it would be
worth a micron, because there wouldn’t be any national
currencies to compare it with. If everything is denominated in
e-currencies, then government-issued currencies become
redundant.…
…An electronic-currency pilot [”currency”] in Britain is
called “beenz”. These beenz points are awarded on
promotional items or discounts offered by an on-line shop
which can then be “spent” on other items. Savers can visit the
Bank of Beenz to check their balance, or use a small “beenz
counter” which pops up on their screen when they are on-line.
They are also sent regular bank statements.…
…Of course, monies minted by states have existed for
thousands of years, but until the 18th Century, they were made
of precious metals such as gold or silver and their values were
inherent. They weren’t currency in the modern sense of the
word; they were instead items of known value within
themselves and could be used anywhere.
Private currency may have a greater tendency toward
stability, to postulate that private companies have more interest
in retaining the value of money than governments do. This
means, ultimately, that privately issued currencies will be
internationally accepted, transferable without bank charges,
practically non-taxable and sound.
Ultimately, what this means my friends, is that the
program(s) is already in use. It’s just a matter of slowly
merging all “pilot programs” into one system. Kind of like the
way Microsoft purchases everything in its path!
Leading academics have welcomed comments made by a
senior Bank of England official that emerging Internet-based
currencies could drive central banks to extinction.
Speaking at a banking conference last Friday (August
27th) in Wyoming, the Bank of England’s Deputy Governor,
Mervyn King, admitted that emerging forms of currency used
in web-based trade could fall beyond the control of the world’s
central banks.
Losing control of the money flow will naturally mean the
loss of economic power and could wipe out central banks
altogether, according to King.
Alistair Kelman, visiting fellow at the London School of
Economics (LSE), said: “It’s about time central banks realise
the implications of the digital economy.”…
…Others… claim King’s prediction that central banks
could become redundant will come true. “The European
Union and national governments have completely lost the plot,
wasting time deliberating over the single currency, when it’s
electronic cash that is the real issue. What King is talking
about is the inability of the state to control its own destiny,” he
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said.…
[JR: I have to think that those TV ads where you have
children from all over the world asking “Are you ready?”
are introducing the e-currency gimmick. I, however,
don’t see the banksters allowing their equally imaginative
system of fiat money (of no intrinsic value) and fractionalreserve lending (manipulating of numbers) to allow
anyone else into their monopoly-money game. I’m for
barter and trading of services—no investment and no
risk.]

military aid Israel has sought for withdrawing from the Golan
Heights appears to have been put on the back burner.
Maybe Israel will get away with the China deal for the
single system this time around. But in the long run, Israel
must ask itself just how dependent it can allow itself to become
on U.S. money, with all its strings.
During Moshe Arens’ recent term as Defense Minister, a
study was done on the effects of U.S. funds on local defense
industries. The results were compiled just as he left office and
filed away. Perhaps now is a good time to review them.
[JR: Let’s subtract from our foreign aid to Israel one
dollar for every dollar she makes with this arms deal with
China. It’s time we adopt the Israeli policy and Mr.
Cohen should declare: The U.S. is for the U.S. —and
Shalom to all others.]

LUCRATIVE DEALS
MAY OUTWEIGH U.S. COMPLAINTS
By Arieh O’Sullivan, Jerusalem Post, 4/4/00
There is no doubt that China is not only a lucrative arms
market but a willing customer for Israel’s sophisticated
weaponry. The sale of the Phalcon advanced airborne radar
system, mounted on a Russian jet, was considered Israel’s
golden ticket, possibly leading to one of the largest arms deals
this country has ever known.
According to foreign reports, the Phalcon’s phased-array
radar is capable of tracking up to 60 targets simultaneously
and guiding a dozen fighters in all-weather, day/night
operations.
According to these same reports, the system, which was
originally developed for the IAF, is actually more advanced
than the AWACS the United States can deploy in the TaiwanChina arena.
With tensions rising between those two countries, it is
hardly surprising that Washington is against the sale.
The Israel-China deal has been in the works for years, but
only during the past few months has the U.S. openly
disapproved of it. It seems highly unlikely that Israel will be
able to pull out of the deal at this advanced stage, since such
a move would do irreparable damage to its business
credentials.
What U.S. pressure may do, however, is nip the project
in the bud, quashing it after the delivery of this one plane.
Considering that China reportedly holds an option for at least
three more aircraft and possibly a total of eight, losses could
be over $1.5 billion. Senior U.S. leaders regularly come to
Israel and vow to maintain Israel’s qualitative edge, and U.S.
Secretary of Defense William Cohen was no different.
Those words rolled off his tongue in his very first
statement yesterday at a joint press conference with Prime
Minister Ehud Barak.
There are two ways Israel can maintain its qualitative
edge: invest more funding in local research and development,
or increase cooperation with the U.S. and link into their new
technologies.
Defense Ministry policy is to develop new markets, and
China and India are high on the list.
“We are very sensitive to the positions of the Americans
and if they demand something, we try to accommodate them.
But there is also the matter of competition,” said one senior
defense official.
The problem is compounded even further by the fact that
China intends to establish itself as a credible military power
and could ultimately turn into America’s foremost rival—
ironically, with the aid of Israel, which received over $3 billion
in U.S. military aid last year alone, including $1.2 billion in
special funding related to the Wye Agreement.
Israel could maintain its qualitative edge simply by using
U.S. aid to purchase U.S. weaponry. But that comes at the
expense of developing domestic hi-tech defense industries.
Ironically, as the peace prospects with Syria seem to
dwindle, American leverage over the Government may have
diminished somewhat, since the $16.7 billion in additional

ISRAEL FREES MAN GRABBED IN ’86 AND
IMPRISONED WITHOUT CHARGES
By Deborah Sontag, New York Times, 4/6/00
JERUSALEM—Israel freed one of 16 Lebanese prisoners
who have been held without charges as bargaining chips for
the potential release of Israeli soldiers captured in Lebanon.
After a decade in an Israeli prison, Ghassan Dirani, 35, a
former bank clerk, on Wednesday crossed back into Lebanon,
where he was met at the border by International Red Cross
officials and his family.
Three years ago, the Israeli High Court blocked a Tel
Aviv District Court judge’s order to free Dirani on
humanitarian grounds. That had been the recommendation of
Israeli prison doctors, who considered him physically and
mentally ill. This time, when another Tel Aviv judge issued
the same release order, the High Court did not intervene.
Dirani spent most of his captivity isolated in a prison
hospital and attempted suicide several times, according to his
lawyer, Zvi Rish.
Rish said his client was kidnapped in 1986 by a Christian
militia group in Beirut, who considered him valuable because
he is related to Mustafa Dirani, a former leader of the Amal
militia. He was imprisoned for four years in Lebanon, “and
during the interrogations, he simply lost his mind”, Rish said.
In 1990, Ghassan Dirani and several others were secretly
transferred to Israel, and their incarceration was kept hidden
until 1992. Four years later, Ghassan Dirani’s mother tried to
visit her son, traveling into Israel on a false passport.
According to Amnesty International, she was told by a
Government spokesman that there would be no meetings with
Lebanese detainees until information was released about Ron
Arad, an Israeli navigator who was captured by the Amal in
1986 after parachuting from his jet in Lebanon.
Rish said that international human-rights organizations had
taken a special interest in Ghassan Dirani’s case. “He is so
mentally ill that he does not have to be—even if there are
bargaining chips—he doesn’t have to be in this game,” he
said.
“I hope with the perspective of time the issue will be
investigated: how the state of Israel and the courts permitted
the holding of hostages.”
Mustafa Dirani is one of the 15 remaining Lebanese
detainees in Israel.
Five others were freed in December.
Also Wednesday, the High Court issued a temporary
restraining order to block the imminent release from jail of
Yoram Skolnick, who was convicted of murdering a bound
Palestinian man and sentenced to life in prison.
His sentence was reduced by a presidential order to 14
years and then by prison authorities to 7 years when he met
criteria for early release.
[JR: How is this for an example of the Noahide Laws (as
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expounded upon in the infamous and much-denied
Protocols of the Elders of Zion)? We use (selectively) the
same laws here—Public Law 102-14, installed them in
1991 as the law of the land right here in the United States.
Where is all the protest and outrage from world leaders
on these ISRAELI human-rights abuses? Does “during
the interrogations, he simply lost his mind” remind you of
the claims of the Nazi and Bolshevik interrogations?
Didn’t they also conduct experimental torture, where
victims died or went insane?]
USDA BANS OZONE-DEPLETING PESTICIDE
Capital Hill Blue, 3/30/00
WASHINGTON (AP)—The worldwide phase-out of an
ozone-depleting pesticide could cost U.S. consumers and
producers $400 million to $450 million a year if alternatives
aren’t developed for farmers to use, the Government said
Thursday.
The biggest loss from the phase-out of methyl bromide
would be to growers of strawberries, tomatoes and other
vegetables, according to a study released by the Agriculture
Department’s Economic Research Service.
Methyl bromide, an odorless, colorless gas, is used to
fumigate the soil, treat commodities while in storage and
control pests during Government-imposed quarantines.
California and Florida account for 80 percent of its use as a
soil fumigant.
Under federal law, use of the pesticide was to be cut by
25 percent last year, 50 percent in 2001, 70 percent in 2003
and then eliminated in 2005, except for limited purposes, such
as quarantines.
“The phase-out of methyl bromide will cause substantial,
short-term losses to U.S. producers and consumers of crops
treated with methyl bromide, until more cost-effective
alternatives are developed and made available,” the study said.
Imports of Mexican-produced tomatoes, peppers and
eggplants would likely increase because Mexico is not phasing
out methyl bromide until 2015, the USDA said. Mexico is
classified as a developing country under the treaty that required
the elimination of the pesticide.
The most likely alternatives to methyl bromide as a soil
fumigant are chemicals called Telone and Chloropicrin, but
California and Florida have restrictions on both, due to air and
water quality concerns. Other chemicals have not been
approved by federal regulators.
[JR: This methyl bromide is very similar to ethylene
dibromide, which was banned from agricultural use in
1982, a highly toxic component now commonly used as a
flame retardant in JP-8 jet fuel. This is what contributes
to what many today refer to as CHEMTRAILS
crisscrossing our skies—and the increased exposure
seems to be making many people sick with allergies
and respiratory problems. I wonder if they will find
a similar use for this methyl bromide in the U.S., as
well (they always do). They will still continue their
profitable manufacturing by changing its use in
addition to increasing sales to Third World
countries?]
OPTO-CHIP PROMISES COMPUTER REVOLUTION
By Tim Radford, The Guardian—UK, 4/7/00
U.S. chemists and engineers have developed a
polymer which could trigger another revolution in
computing and communications—and bring Star Trek-style
3D-hologram fantasies a step nearer to reality.
Using the new material, they promise an “opto-chip”
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that will process signals at 100 gigabytes a second. This
is the equivalent of War And Peace, multiplied 80,000
times, every second.
The material could accelerate information-processing
speeds 10-fold, but needs only a fraction of a volt of
electricity to operate, according to the journal Science
Today. Microscopic devices made from it would translate
electrical signals—from television, radar, computer and
telephone—into optical signals to run down fibre-optic
cables, or to steer radio waves and microwaves to
telecommunications satellites.
“These electro-optic modulators will permit real-time
communication. You won’t have to wait for your
computer to download even the largest files,” said Larry
Dalton, a chemist who led teams from the University of
Washington and the University of Southern California.
The scientists found that a chip measuring a
thousandth of a millimetre across could provide 300
gigahertz of bandwidth—enough to handle all the
telephone, computer, television and satellite traffic of a
major corporation. The chips could make possible a threedimensional holographic projection with no flicker—a step
nearer the “holodeck”, in which characters from Star
Trek: The Next Generation created their fantasy worlds.
It could be used in aircraft navigation, and anticollision radar in cars. “It has the potential of
revolutionising the way we function,” said Professor
Dalton.
[JR:
Yes, this could work wonders for
communications, business and entertainment. I,
however, am looking forward to when the Star Trek
“REPLICATOR” will be available. That would really
revolutionize the way WE as individuals will function,
especially at dinner time.]

When the Pronsolinos sought a logging permit, state
forestry officials required various measures to reduce
erosion as mandated by the EPA, including leaving certain
trees uncut. The couple said the measures would cost
them $750,000.
The landowners argued that nothing in the Clean
Water Act authorized the EPA to set pollution limits for
waterways contaminated solely by runoff. Their lawsuit
argued that the EPA had the right to regulate only
pollutants discharged from “point sources”, like drainpipes
from sewage systems and industrial plants and not runoff.
Alsup disagreed, saying the Clean Water Act did not
distinguish between sources of pollution in requiring
quality standards for all waterways.
“The Clean Water Act called for a comprehensive set
of water-quality standards for every navigable river and
water in America,” the Judge wrote. “No substandard
river or water was immune by reason of its sources of
pollution.”
The American Farm Bureau Federation said the ruling
was not a defeat because states would still make the final
land-use decisions.
“This ruling will keep regulatory authority over nonpoint sources at the state level, where it belongs and where
Congress intended it to be,” Federation President Bob
Stallman said in a statement.
[JR: How about the EPA getting after military bases
and Government dump-sites that contaminate the land
and seep into underground aquifers? This court
action is but another land grab from landowners,
especially in rural farm areas. A violation would be
any heavy rain that causes runoff from domestic
animals, grazing areas or even wildlife in remote
areas. With expanded asset-forfeiture laws, both
federal and state governments can then proceed to
take possession of even more land.]

JUDGE SAYS EPA CAN SET
RUNOFF LIMITS FOR RIVERS
By Bob Egelko, Boston Globe, 4/6/00
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—In the first ruling of its
kind, a federal judge has upheld the Environmental
Protection Agency’s authority to set limits on water
pollution caused by runoffs from farms and logging.
The ruling by U.S. District Judge William Alsup
allows federal regulators to combat such pollution by
pressuring states to change land-use practices. Federal
officials, including EPA Administrator Carol Browner,
said they hope the ruling starts a national trend.
“This important decision allows us to build on our
successes of completing the task of cleaning our nation’s
waters,” Browner said Wednesday after the ruling was
released.
The ruling concerns provisions of the 1972 Clean
Water Act that the EPA did not start to enforce until 1991,
under pressure from courts and environmental groups.
The provisions allow the agency to tell states to come
up with ways to reduce pollution in rivers and waterways
contaminated solely by runoff, as opposed to industrial
waste or sewage. The EPA says runoff has become the
leading threat to water quality in the United States.
The Agency was sued by two California landowners,
the American Farm Bureau Federation, and state and local
farm organizations.
The landowners, Guido and Betty Pronsolino, own
forest property along the Garcia River, one of 17 rivers on
California’s North Coast classified as “substandard” by
the EPA in 1992. The Agency said the river’s coho
salmon and steelhead populations have been severely
damaged by sediment from many years of logging.

EU MONITOR FEARS
RACISM BECOMING ACCEPTABLE
By Karin Taylor, Reuters, 3/30/00
VIENNA—Racism is becoming increasingly accepted
in the European Union as politicians pander to voter fears
over immigration, the head of the European Union’s antiracism watchdog said.
“Europe is going through a dangerous phase,” Beate
Winkler, head of the European Monitoring Centre on
Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC), told Reuters in a recent
interview.
“There is an increasing move away from centrist
positions and right-wing—even far-right positions—are
losing their taboos.”
By an ironic twist of fate, the monitoring center is
based in Austria, whose new Government has been
ostracized by European Union partners since it took office
in February because it includes the anti-immigration, farright Freedom Party.
That has prompted the Centre, which has operated
since July 1998, to abandon plans to invite EU heads of
government to its official opening on April 7.
Instead, it has invited heads of state. Austrian
President Thomas Klestil is still a welcome guest in other
EU capitals, in contrast to conservative Chancellor
Wolfgang Schuessel….
[JR: Why is Austria’s policy to question immigration,
w/o controls, singled out and termed racist and
xenophobic? An influx of foreign immigration impacts
any country—socially, demographically and politically.
This fits well into the globalist scheme to dilute a
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selected nation’s ethnic identity and history and to
change it politically.]
DISARMAMENT PROVES FATAL
FOR AUSTRALIAN CITIZENS
Intelligence Digest, 4/5/00
It’s been almost two years since gun owners in
Australia were forced to surrender 640,381 personal
firearms to be destroyed. A program costing the
Government more than $500 million dollars of taxpayers’
money.
Within one year, Australia-wide homicides went up
3.2 percent; Australia-wide assaults rose 8.6 percent; and
Australia-wide armed robberies skyrocketed 44 percent.
In the State of Victoria, homicides with firearms
increased 300 percent (Orange Country Register, 8/04/
99).
There has also been a dramatic increase in break-ins
and assaults on the elderly.… The most defenseless have
been made completely defenseless.
Before the recent crackdown on personal firearms,
figures over the previous 25 years had shown a steady
decrease in armed robbery.
The “superior” intellects of governments worldwide
have told us repeatedly that “gun ownership and
availability are the reasons why so many shooting deaths
occur... and why so much crime occurs”….
…Today, citizens who do not own guns are
encouraged to feel badly against those who do own guns.
Thus, you have the Hollywood liberals wagging their
finger at Charleton Heston after a shooting saying, “I hope
you’re happy!”
There’s a logical explanation for this phenomenon,
people. The Government is trying to disarm the
population to impose an absolute dictatorship [the likes of]
which the world has never seen. With the presence of
over 100 million guns in the United States alone, there is
a great obstacle to the coming New World Order that
looms as high as Mt. Everest. This number of guns and
the number of gun owners [estimated at almost 90 million
Americans] is overwhelming to the future dictators of the
New World Order. Therefore, we are witnessing a most
intense drive to get Americans pitted against themselves
and against each other. So Americans that own at least
one gun are targeted with propaganda to get them feeling
guilty about owning guns. These are the suckers who turn
their guns in during an Amnesty campaign.
The most unfortunate part of the scenario is that the
elderly are the biggest victims [of] the confiscation of
guns. The types of crimes being perpetrated against them
are inexcusable. Since they are not able to defend
themselves or flee, they continue to live in constant fear of
home invasions and assault-related crimes.
Who cares, in a society which promotes infanticide
and euthanasia, right?…
…Evidently, criminals have become more assertive
and exceptionally confident since the law-abiding [citizens
have] been forced to give up their weapons. And [this
makes] it exceptionally hard for the police to cope with the
surge in crime, I might add!
How could the people of Australia allow themselves
to get snookered into giving up their guns? Because they
have been brainwashed, and [they] allowed their elected
representatives to appeal to their emotions rather than their
reason.
Now, what was that popular bumper sticker in
America? “When guns are outlawed, only outlaws will
own guns.” This New World Order mentality in Australia
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has literally validated this sentiment 300%.…
…In the United States, dirty tricks and tugging on
the… heart strings [of the populace] is standard. President
Pinocchio is now challenging members of Congress to
produce tougher gun-control laws by April 20. With little
surprise, it also happens to be the anniversary of the
Columbine High School massacre.
As another example of their shameless tactics, Mr.
Clinton met congressional leaders at the White House last
Tuesday, with the mother of the six-year-old who was shot
dead by a classmate last week.
His speech included the very predictable: “How
many people have to get killed before we do
something?”…
…Another example of increased violence after gun
confiscation is in South Africa, [where] a new
democratically-elected Government rode into office on a
glimmering stallion with promises of equal rights for all,
Black or White, rich or poor. That very same Government
today is pushing ever-increasing restrictions on the gun
rights of citizens; new gun registration and owner licensing
requirements; increased fees; and a lifetime ownership
limit of one firearm for self-defense.
South African anti-gun politicians soft-sell the new
laws, but as Sheena Duncan, a spokeswoman for the antigun lobby admitted on camera, “Our ultimate goal is no
guns in private hands at all.”
Despite South Africa’s already strict anti-gun laws,
25,000 murders and more than 40,000 rapes are
committed each year. Nearly 1,300 policemen have been
killed in the line of duty since 1994. All who obey the
law—Black and White, rich and poor—suffer, while
criminals thrive, all in the name of “global disarmament”.
To date, at least 25 nations have tightened anti-gun
laws or have banned guns entirely. Now they are plotting,
through the United Nations, to stomp out firearms freedom
wherever it exists.…
[JR: Private ownership of guns is being outlawed,
while our Government gets richer by selling arms and
weapons to everyone else. The anti-gun lobbyists had
better start doing some serious thinking because there
just aren’t enough bodyguards with permits to go
around.]

Development experts now accept that local governments,
which are often neglected or non-existent in the developing
world, must play a crucial role in reducing poverty.
Historically, foreign aid has gone to central governments.
When donors could no longer ignore that aid was being
siphoned off through corruption or misuse of funds, nongovernmental agencies, not local governments, were given the
money or goods.
A growing number of development experts believe that
this shift bred its own problems, as the private agencies
invented projects to get more money or funneled aid to meet
their own priorities, making national efforts disjointed.
The UN report also concludes that big, expensive surveys
of poverty are not much good either. It recommends frequent
and rapid studies to serve as barometers of the effectiveness of
programs and policies.
[JR: If the powerful nations ceased promoting their own
agendas and allowed small nations to choose their leaders
without outside influence and determine their own futures,
it might create stability and an environment for
development and progress. The UN hasn’t allowed any of
that to happen, has it?]

UN BLAMES POVERTY ON GOVERNMENT
New York Times, 4/5/00
NEW YORK—After years of treading carefully
around the issue of why so many countries stay poor or
get poorer, the United Nations in a report Tuesday put a
lot of the blame on bad government.
The report by the UN Development Program elevates
“good governance” to the top priority in fighting poverty;
the term is the newest notion in development theory.
Without good governance, reliance on trickle-down
economic development and a host of other strategies will
not work, the report concludes.
The program’s new administrator, Mark Malloch
Brown, a Briton who came to the UN last year from the
World Bank, has drawn hostility from developing
countries, which accuse him of interfering in the internal
affairs of governments.
Nevertheless, he said, “What this report clearly
demonstrates is that governance is a critical building block
for poverty reduction.”
That criticism has also been leveled at SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan for suggesting that nations with
human-rights abuses can no longer hide behind their
borders, claiming national sovereignty.

GLOBAL BANKS DRAW FIRE
OVER AFRICAN OIL PROJECT
By Merrill Goozner, Chicago Tribune, 4/7/00
WASHINGTON—Etched on a wall overlooking the
marbled atrium of the World Bank is both a sentiment and
mission: “Create a world free of poverty.”
But the pursuit of that goal—even in approving a
relatively minor $90 million loan to jumpstart a huge oilpipeline project in two of Africa’s poorest nations—can
become enormously controversial.
Initial funding for the Exxon-Mobil project in Chad and
Cameroon is a prime example of decisions that will draw
thousands of demonstrators to Washington in the coming week
to focus attention on two institutions little known to most
Americans but critical to poorer nations.
Emboldened by their role in the collapse of the World
Trade Organization talks in Seattle last December, the antiglobalism demonstrators are taking aim at policies of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, lending
agencies that were created after World War II to aid
developing nations.
Protest groups plan to meet in Washington on Saturday to
begin two weeks of events ranging from a rally against
granting China Permanent Normal Trading status, to a “teachin on the devastating effects of the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank”, said Nadine Bloch of the Mobilization
for a Global Justice, the umbrella group for the demonstrators.
April 16 and 17 are slated for “non-violent, direct action
and protest” at the IMF-World Bank meetings.
“We are calling for a shutdown of the Bank and IMF
meeting,” Bloch said.
The protesters charge that when the World Bank helps
finance big projects like Exxon-Mobil’s $3.5 billion
developments in Chad and Cameroon, the proceeds have gone
largely to foreign corporations and ruling Elites, without
improving the lives of local residents.
In recent months, rebels in neighboring Nigeria have been
blowing up oil pipelines because the promised benefits of oil
exploration never trickled down.
“The Government people have nice houses and big cars,
while the poor don’t even have clean water to drink,” said
Delphine Djiraibe, a lawyer for the Chadian Association for
the Defense and Promotion of Human Rights. “Many people
don’t want the government dealing with oil-project revenue
because it is obvious they will steal all the money.”
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World Bank officials bristle at such charges, and claim
they have built safeguards into the project to ensure its
revenues go toward improving local conditions.
“Our job is not to get money out of the ground and into
the pockets of Exxon or the Elites of Chad and Cameroon,”
said Philippe Benoit, a Bank official who has worked on the
project for more than five years. “Our job is to alleviate
poverty.”
The U.S. is the largest stakeholder in both institutions,
which have become a pervasive presence in poor countries.
The World Bank issued $29 billion in loans last year to
more than 90 developing nations, bringing their total
indebtedness to the Bank to a staggering $200 billion. The
IMF is owed another $90.8 billion, with 43 nations dipping
into its funds last year to help local economies avert disaster.
The protesters claim the strings attached to those loans
have made things worse for many poor countries. The World
Bank’s and IMF’s so-called “structural adjustment” policies,
which require balanced budgets, stable currencies and export
promotion, have left many of these countries deeper in debt
and more impoverished than they were a decade ago.
They say the Chad and Cameroon oil project is typical.
As currently structured, the project will only exacerbate the
well-documented human-rights and corruption problems of
both countries, they maintain.…
…Cameroon, which includes some of the richest
rainforests on the African continent, has done little to end the
illegal logging and poaching that is despoiling its most
precious natural resource. Its Government has been called the
most corrupt in the world by Transparency International, a
London-based group with chapters in 60 nations, dedicated to
curbing international government corruption.
World Bank lending policies are also drawing fire from
conservative critics, who suggest the Bank has no business
subsidizing the private sector.…
…International loans for education and health shouldn’t
be used to free up resources for armies and police, he said.
Lending should no longer promote environmental destruction,
and the Bank should get out of the business of providing loans
that subsidize industries like oil that have easy access to
private capital markets.
But the U.S. representatives on the World Bank Board
have not questioned the Chad-Cameroon oil project. Most of
the 650-mile pipeline route snakes through the rainforests of
Cameroon, where the Government has colluded in illegal
logging schemes and has turned its back, critics say, on
poaching that has depleted wildlife and is destroying the
traditional way of life of the forest-dwelling tribes.
Environmentalists are seeking a two-year moratorium to
build firmer guarantees on revenue sharing and environmental
protection.
Yet, World Bank officials are getting ready to plunge
ahead with the project, which officials claim is the only chance
for Chad to begin dealing with its grinding poverty.
To ensure project revenue is used to improve the health,
education and infrastructure of both countries, Bank officials
plan to set up offshore accounts so they can monitor the cash
flow.
The World Bank also demanded Exxon Mobil re-route the
underground pipeline along existing right-of-ways.
Bank officials also plan to provide technical assistance to
Cameroon to help it monitor and enforce environmental
protections along the pipeline route.…
…The oil project would be a major boon for Deby’s hardpressed Government. While the oil consortium will fund most
of the project, the World Bank plans to lend Chad $35 million
and Cameroon $55 million so they can participate in the deal.
For Chad’s Government, the projected annual revenue of
$80 million is about half its annual budget. World Bank
officials insist they have built-in safeguards that will ensure the
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money goes to improve living standards in a country where
just a quarter of the population has access to safe water.…
…The World Bank’s 24-member board could approve the
project as early as this month.
An Exxon spokesman vigorously defended its leading role
in helping bring Chad and Cameroon into the ranks of the
world’s oil-producing nations.
“We operate in countries the U.S. allows us to operate
in,” said Thomas Cirigliano, a spokesman for Exxon-Mobil.
“That doesn’t mean we endorse the policies of the
governments we have to deal with.”
[JR: These globalists speak from both sides of their
mouth. They can give assurances and guarantees but who
will enforce it, since these multi-nationals are a law unto
themselves. They are only in it for the profits and to show
a good return to their stockholders. It is not in their plans
to bring change, hope and a better future for these
developing nations—unless it directly relates to their
earnings.]

In its budget documents, for example, the FBI estimates
that technological advances would so improve the ability to
conduct wiretaps that the number of approved taps would
grow by 300 percent over the next decade.…
…The agency would also continue expanding its use of
commercial databases containing credit information, real estate
records, vehicle registrations and a plethora of other personal
details.
The budget says “the explosion and availability of opensource information, and the number of information bases and
data sources that can and should be searched becomes
formidable.”
“They’re not merely talking about making more efficient
use of information they already have,” said James Dempsey,
Senior Staff Counsel at the Center for Democracy and
Technology, an advocacy group in the District. “They’re
talking about casting a wider net and sweeping in vastly more
information.”
Others, such as Stewart Baker, former General Counsel
for the National Security Agency, say the FBI already has
tremendous power and little oversight.
“They’re acting within the law, but it’s fair to be nervous
about that,” said Baker, a partner at the law firm Steptoe &
Johnson and a member of a privacy advisory board at the
Federal Trade Commission. “An awful lot of information can
be gathered with only a modest amount of justification.”
Rep. Robert L. Barr, Jr. (R-Ga.) said… he will raise his
concerns at a hearing today of the Constitution Subcommittee
of the House Judiciary Committee. The Subcommittee will
explore the adequacy of privacy protections under current
laws.
“The reason we’re focusing on this now… [is] because of
the Government’s ability to gather, store and manipulate
massive amounts of data,” Barr said.
The FBI’s Allen acknowledged that the Bureau’s ability
to manage that data will soar with the new technology. But he
said Bureau employees will have only restricted access to the
databases, and that there already are legal restraints on
wiretaps and other surveillance. Agents seeking a wiretap, for
instance, will still have to receive court approval and then
make regular reports to the judge about the progress of the
case.
Allen also said that the FBI will include software that
tracks who accesses files in order to create an audit trail.
The Bureau is seeking $15 million for Digital Storm, a
digital surveillance system that helps agents monitor telephone
calls and analyze computerized recordings under federal Title
III wiretap authority. Other law-enforcement agencies use
similar systems. A similar program for monitoring under the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) would cost $10
million next year.
Information from Digital Storm and the FISA system
would be fed into new in-house databases known as Casa De
Web. It would enable agents and other authorities to use web
browsers to instantly upload the results of surveillance or other
evidence. It also would archive “audio, data, and reports
produced on these collection systems”, the budget states.
“It facilitates the sharing of electronic-surveillance
evidentiary data… and intelligence… between FBI field
offices,” the budget documents said in the $10 million request
for Casa De Web.
The Bureau also is asking Congress for $41 million for an
Information Sharing Initiative. That program, begun last year,
calls for the creation of a giant “enterprise database” and an
array of other technological improvements that would give the
Bureau “a robust intelligence capability”.
Carolyn Morris, head of the Bureau’s Information
Resources Division, noted… the Bureau is sensitive to
Americans’ privacy concerns. Several months ago, the Bureau
created a privacy council led by Patrick Kelley, Deputy

“DIGITAL STORM” BREWS AT FBI
By Robert O’Harrow, Jr., Washington Post, 4/6/00
In response to growing concerns about terrorism, hackers
and other high-tech criminals, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is planning a series of sophisticated computer
systems that would sharply increase agents’ ability to gather
and analyze information.
The FBI is seeking more than $75 million in budget
appropriations to continue a massive information technology
expansion, which includes a system dubbed “Digital Storm”
that eases the court-sanctioned collection and electronic sifting
of traffic on telephones and cellular phones.
Another proposed system would create “the foundation for
an up-to-date, flexible digital-collection infrastructure” for
wiretaps under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. A
third initiative would develop an “enterprise database” that
would enable agents to analyze huge amounts of data and share
them via a secure World Wide Web-style network. The
Bureau has also formed a privacy council to review the use of
data and protect against unwarranted intrusions into innocent
Americans’ lives, a concern raised by privacy advocates.
FBI officials said the Bureau’s information-technology
systems are aging and need to be updated to keep pace with
criminal activities, both on the Internet and offline.
“Our crimes [Hummmm!] that we’re investigating today
have a much more national and global scale,” said Deputy
Assistant Director Edward Allen. “And it’s so much fasterpaced. It becomes much more critical that we communicate
more comprehensively.”
The proposals follow a series of Bureau initiatives in
recent years to gain more authority to conduct wiretaps, crack
encrypted documents and subpoena computer-related
information. FBI officials believe that the new datasurveillance capability is crucial to the Bureau’s strategic goal
of deterring major criminal acts through surveillance and
intelligence gathering.
“The [information technology] demanded of this plan
presently does not exist within the FBI, but is at the core of
activities to be implemented,” the budget documents state.
But civil-liberties activists, legislators and legal specialists
are alarmed that the Bureau’s proposals could erode
constitutional protections that limit Government searches,
with almost no discussion to date about the implications on
Capitol Hill.
The initiatives apparently would not require an expansion
of FBI powers under existing law. But critics said the linking
of scattered sources of information would lead to a huge
increase in data collection and analysis.
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General Counsel and the senior privacy officer. Among other
things, the council will develop privacy rules for databases
with 10,000 or more records.
“Our goal is to ensure that there are no unwarranted
invasions of personal privacy and to balance the interests” of
investigators and individual citizens.
[JR: Protection of the privacy of U.S. citizens is not
assured under present laws against “domestic terrorism”.
If you read, write and have access to information or
publications that expose the abuses of power in
Washington, or criticize the ruling class—you will fall
under the surveillance net. I would not rest easy, comrade
citizen—Big Brother is already monitoring all of us with
their international Echelon system.]
GOLD “ON THE BRINK OF A BREAKTHROUGH”
By Keith Damsell, Financial Post, 3/30/00
The inflated U.S. dollar is long overdue for a major
correction, a day of reckoning that will mean dramatic gains in
the price of gold, a Toronto investment advisor says.
“We are in the early stages of the next up cycle for gold,”
David Chapman, investment advisor at Gorinsen Capital, Inc.
in Toronto, told the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts
yesterday. “If the U.S. dollar stands to slide, make sure you’ve
got gold on board.”
Within the next two years, he forecasts gold will rise to
its rough historical median near “the value of a good suit”,
suggesting a price range of between $600 (all in U.S. dollars)
an ounce to $1,500.
A price spike as high as $5,000 “may very well happen
if we get a deep enough crisis”, Mr. Chapman said.
The unique correlation between the value of the U.S.
dollar and gold, figures prominently in the analyst’s forecast.
In 1971, the U.S. abandoned the gold standard, a move that
has put pressure on the U.S. Federal Reserve to support the
value of the dollar—and drive down gold—for much of the
past 30 years. In 1994 and 1995, the Fed and the Bank of
Japan undertook a “massive intervention” campaign to boost
the ailing currency, sparking a chain of events that led to
further pressure on bullion and a flood of capital into the U.S.
stock market, Mr. Chapman said.
Gold eventually sank to a 20-year-low of $250 an ounce
in August last year. Despite an agreement among Europe’s
central banks to limit sales and lending and dramatic hedging
reductions by gold producers, the precious metal continues to
hover in the $280 range. “Gold has slipped into oblivion,” he
said. “There is a lot of negative sentiment out there.”
But “astounding” U.S. debt levels suggest a dramatic
change is in the works, Mr. Chapman said. The U.S.’s record
10 years of economic growth has been fuelled largely by debt,
especially corporate and household debt. The U.S.’s total debt
has climbed from about $14 trillion, 10 years ago, to more
than $24 trillion today, more than twice the size of the U.S.’s
Gross Domestic Product [GDP].
Meanwhile, the U.S. trade deficit is rising at an alarming
rate, with consumers and corporations buying a record $28
billion more foreign goods than U.S.-made goods in a recent
month. Savings rates have hit record lows as more dollars
make their way into soaring stocks.
“Why preserve regular economic activity, when I can
make more money chasing stocks?” Mr. Chapman said.
“It’s debt that’s holding the glue together and when that
becomes unhinged, the whole house of cards will come
down.”
[JR: Gold, like the stock market today, is thoroughly
manipulated. If you listen to the advice of these
“NEW” market gurus, you are playing with sharks in
a bathtub.]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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